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Ditching the SAT

And the winner is...

Providence College joins the bandwagon

Students get grants for diversity proposals

BY KATIE BARRY

High school students are breathing
easier as more universities nationwide adopt
standardized test-optional policies. That's
right, no SAT. But according to Director of
Admissions Karen Pellegrino, Fairfield is not
following suit.
"Standardized tests are considered in
light of the students' academic record from
high school and are never looked at in a
vacuum," said Pellegrino. "There is no minimum score, and while standardized tests can
provide one helpful piece of information, it
is never the only piece or most important
piece," she said.
Students including Tim Rich '08 agree
that the SAT should not be the sole factor in
a school's admissions decision.
"I feel the idea that a test like the SAT
can provide an accurate portrayal is insulting
of an individual. Students with the money to
pay for tutors and hours of preparation courses
are groomed for better schools while the poor
are left behind," Rich said.
It was this idea Providence College administrators had in mind on July 26 when the
Rhode Island school joined the 730 colleges

and universities that do not require the SAT
for acceptance.
Students at Providence College can now
submit their SAT score if they believe it will
help their application. They may also choose
to withhold their score if it would be detrimental to their overall high school record.
Christopher Lydon, head of admissions
at Providence, said the decision was based
largely on allegations that show the SAT is
biased toward students from higher socioeconomic backgrounds.
"There is a body of evidence that shows
students from disadvantaged socio-economic
cultures where English is not the primary
language routinely score lower than students
from affluent backgrounds with English as the
primary language," he said.
Lydon believes "the playing field is not
level" as a result of monetary factors, namely
"the ability to spend money on test prep or
take the test multiple times" - an advantage
many students do not have.
Providence College also hopes the new
policy will increase the application pool of
minority students as well as first generation
SEE "MIXED" ON P.
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BY JOE CARRETTA

As the quest to change perception of the
homogeneous student body at Fairfield rages
on, students have taken the lead in the planning of diversity-centered groups.
A newly established student diversity
program challenged Fairfield students to
"increase respect and understanding on the
Fairfield University campus for the contributions and lifestyles of various underrepresented racial, cultural and economic groups
in our society," said Fairfield psychology
professor Betsy Gardner.
Six student teams and one faculty advisor created their own proposals focusing on
an issue relevant to campus and important to
them as well. Proposal topics ranged from
GLBT (gay, lesbian, bisexual, transsexual)
student understanding to a campaign about
self-image and women's awareness.
Three of these proposals were selected
as winners of grants. The students receiving
grants were honored at a press conference
Tuesday in the Barone Campus Center
lobby.
The winners were The Closet Collegiate
T
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(homosexual rights and awareness), the
Fairfield Roots (origin and ethnic background
of Fairfield students and faculty), and Project
Peg (female body image awareness).
"The money comes from private organizations and is allotted in equal amounts
to the final three student proposals," said
Gardener.
Gardener spearheaded the program
with Larri Mazon, director of the Center for
Multicultural Relations and FUSA members
including Ashley Toombs '07, student body
representative of the grants. Toombs described the selection process as "extremely
difficult," adding that the chosen groups "best
illustrated the proposal criteria."
University President Fr. Jeffrey von
Arx, who has set out to diversify Fairfield's
cultural makeup, described the event as a
"wonderful occasion." After the presentation,
von Arx said the goal of the program was to
"broaden diversity in terms of racial, social
and cultural standards."
"[The] good reception from the committee will allow the program to continue beyond
its inaugural year," von Arx added.
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Procrastinators celebrate as some colleges eliminate early decision program
BY JOE CARRETTA

early decision program and has been deftly handled by the
admissions department here at Fairfield.
Dobai explained, "For the class of 2010, the University
moved from a binding early decision program to a non
binding early action program" as a way to allow students
to explore various other offers.
"If they (Fairfield) did away with the early admissions
completely, a lot of kids who were on the fence but were
swayed by money may go elsewhere," said Joe Fusco
'08.
"I wasn't sure about where to go," he added, but after
receiving an aid package, he made the choice to attend
Fairfield.
Eliminating the early decision program at Fairfield

would have direct a correlation with the "caliber," as Fusco
put it, of admitted Fairfield classes.
Harvard University, one of the country's most presti"Fairfield has no plans to eliminate the early action
gious higher education institutions, recently shut down its
program because applicants are given until January to make
early admissions program, according to an article in the
their decision, and they have sufficient time to compare
Chronicle of Higher Education.
the financial aid awards and admission decisions," said
Harvard's Dean of Students William Fitzsimmons said
Dobai.
the university decision was made in response to concerns
Though the early action program will absolutely remain
that "early applicants tended to be disproportionately white
at Fairfield, student opinions on the issue are mixed.
and affluent."
"[Universities] should keep it because if a student
Unlike Fitzsimmons, Fairfield administrators believe
knows where he or she wants to go, then they should be
the early decision program would be too valuable to lose.
able to apply early," said Megan Hellene '08.
Judith Dobai, associate vice president of enrollment
Sarah Haas '10 agreed.
management, explained the impact of early action in the
"It has nothing to do with income of students. It only
admissions process at Fairfield.
puts the student at ease because it makes the
"Fairfield received about 45 percent
decision easier for him or her," she said.
of their applicant pool through early acThough some students contest the belief
tion but accepted the same percentage
that wealthy students are favored, others
of prospective students from both the
believe it is a real issue.
early and regular admission pools," she
"It's good they (universities) shut it
said. "While need-based financial aid is
down. It puts people at a disadvantage and
given to both regular and early admissions
doesn't give everyone the same opportunities
students, in order to be eligible for merit
towards getting a scholarship," said Anthony
scholarships, a student must apply before
Nicoletti '10.
the early deadline."
Antonio Plasencia '07 shared Nicoletti's
Kristen Rossi '08 is one example of
opinion, saying early decision programs
early decision gone right.
"should be taken away in order to give evRossi applied early in November
eryone a fair opportunity."
through an early decision program and
Freshman Eric Lassard also sees the
decided to attend the University because
impact of the early admissions program on
she had "applied and received aid through
universities nationwide.
the (early decision) process."
"It (the early admissions program) faThis inability to explore other possivors
the better off applicants, but it's better
Photo Illustration by Katie McCarthy/ The Mirror
bly more lucrative offers from competing Final deadline: prominent universities begin to pull plug on early admissions programs
for the school, so most will probably keep
it," he said.
universities is the primary criticism of the

Go big or go home!
BY KATE MCGANN

With prospective-student tours well underway on campuses across the nation this fall,
colleges and universities are competing for attention in a different way.
New and upgraded facilities are cropping up quickly as a construction boom sweeps
higher education institutions.
Fairfield is no exception.
The Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. Center, for example, which was completed in May, consolidated several administrative offices such as the StagCard Office and the Registrar into
a central location. It was placed strategically on the main service road onto campus to be
utilized both by current and prospective students.
Speaking about his plans for the future of Fairfield, University President Fr. Jeffrey
von Arx said," A capital or comprehensive campaign would be the outcome of our strategic
planning process...we are in the midst of that process and what the funding priorities of

Jack McNamara/ The Mirror

Shake your money makers: University President Fr. von Arx says now is time to expand.

Colleges expand to attract
prospective students
the plan will be should emerge from [it]."
The most recent campaign on campus was begun by former president Fr. Aloysius P.
Kelley, and was completed in September of 2004 to a tune of $137.9 million, nearly $38
million more than originally intended.
von Arx hopes to do "significantly better than that" for his upcoming campaign. What
this would mean in terms of expansion and development on campus is still unclear.
However, he said that one facet of the campaign would be centered on the integration
of life and learning, and specifically program delivery and programming spaces in the
student residences and other facilities.
The new college construction trend of which Fairfield is a part was recently highlighted
by The New York Times in an article that cited state-of-the-art, attractive facilities as an
increasingly important factor in students' college decision process.
Enrollment tends to increase when the economic outlook is uncertain, the article
said. This combined with coming-of-age college students means that now is the time to
expand.
Economic and demographic trends have recently proved favorable for college and
university construction and expansion. Therefore, schools have been expanding at a rate
that has not been seen in decades.
Iona College in New Rochelle, N.Y. recently began its first-ever $83 million capital
campaign to fund two new campus buildings. The Hynes Athletic Center and the Robert
V. LaPenta Student Union boast state-of-the-art athletic and recreational facilities.
While there are many obvious advantages to the building boom - some argue more
advanced and attractive facilities will attract a better caliber of student - others argue that
students will eventually end up paying the price. Literally.
Quinnipiac University recently made plans to double its size with its new 240-acre
York Hill campus.
Although the $400 million expansion will likely mean increased tuition for students,
officials at the university say it is about "meeting existing demand."
Whatever the motive, the building boom on campuses is certainly a reality. And according to von Arx, the trick is to stay true to what the University is really about.
"It is, as the Times article indicates, a very competitive market. But at Fairfield, we
need to make sure that what we are doing reflects who we are and where we want to go
and isn't just a matter of 'keeping up with the Joneses.'"
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Student panelists and profs protest Guantanamo detainment center
Guantanamo Bay is a U.S. detention center that
confines people who have been suspicious of terrorist
Students assembled in the lower level of the BCC on activity.
Thursday to watch a nationwide teach-in on the happenAt the detention center, they are interrogated in hopes
ings in Guantanamo Bay.
of uncovering information that can be useful to U.S. intelThe teach-in spanned the entire day and consisted of ligence agencies. However, torture is the means by which
a simulcast of expert speakers from various universities information is discovered.
and organizations around the U.S., most of whom have
Detainees are housed in small cells and remain in
personal experience within the detention center.
isolation for many hours each day with only the Koran
From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., speakers discussed the history to keep them company.
of the prison and why inflicting torture on the prisoners
The speakers also criticized President Bush for his use
is inconsistent with U.S. democratic ideals.
of several euphemisms to justify the actions or "alternative
The writ of habeas corpus, for example, states that means of interrogation" by the interrogators.
all detainees have the right to a hearing.
They also questioned the accuracy of information
The teach-in also focused on what speakers said was disclosed through torture.
the hypocrisy of the U.S. government and the ruthlessness
The issue of religion was also addressed, as nearly
all of these prisoners are
Muslims. After 9/11, many
Americans assumed that
all terrorists are of Middle
Eastern decent.
Many suspects hail
from Islamic communities.
James Yee, a chaplain
accused of espionage at
Guantanamo, said, "people
don't have a thorough understanding of Islam and
its culture," adding that
Muslim-American translators might be treated the
same as prisoners because
of their similar religious
practices.
Joshua Colangelo-Bryan, esq., a lawyer who was
James Nguyen/The Mirror
sent to the detention center,
Speaking up: FU professors joined experts and participated in nationwide simulcast
also shared his experience.
"I was told the ones beof President Bush for allowing the situation to continue. ing held here were the worst; they were the best-trained
- "It is shocking and distasteful even having to discuss to kill Americans and the most vicious," said Colangelothis matter," said Rev. George Hunsinger, a professor at Bryan.
the Princeton Theological Seminary.
He related the story of one of his clients, Jumah AbHunsinger described the torture experienced by de- del, who has been tortured and has made several unsuctainees and questioned the morality of it.
cessful attempts to commit suicide as a result.
"It is an unsurpassable assault on the dignity of the
The issue of suicide is another one of concern at
human person. It defames the creator and promotes evil, Guantanamo as it is prevalent among the prisoners.
which is the essence of torture," he said. "It is national
A panel of Fairfield faculty speakers and a student dedictatorship and spiritual death."
bate about the center at Guantanamo Bay also contributed
BY SAMANTHA BOUSRI

to the teach-in. Pro-Guantanamo Bay speakers addressed
the fact that America does face terrorist threats and the
people being detained do pose a threat to U.S. security.
They criticized the speakers for bad-mouthing the
government, asserting that U.S. security is most important.
"I thought the teach-in was a good opportunity to
get a well-rounded perspective of the situation at Guantanamo. I was enlightened," said Jennifer White '09.
"The detainees are being treated relatively well considering how our men and women are treated overseas.
However, the U.S. media is slanted, and I feel the focus
on Guantanamo Bay is a little much," said Trish Konefal
'09.
"There are human rights protestors in America who
are willing to picket when the detainees receive their
breakfast an hour late," Konefal said. I think there are
greater issues dealing with the well-being of our men
and women."

James Nguyen/ The Mirror

Detained: Lauren DiGiovine '07 talks to assembled crowd
in campus center about Guantanamo Bay detainees

Future CEO's and Exec's: not the picture of honesty??
BY NICOLE LIAO/U-WIRE

More than half of graduate business school students cheat, according to a study by
the Academy of Management Learning and Education. Of the 5,331 students surveyed at
32 graduate schools in the U.S. and Canada, 52 percent of business students admitted to
cheating at least once in the past year, compared with the 47 percent of graduate students
in other disciplines who made the same claim.
The figures were published last week in "Academic Dishonesty in Graduate Business
Programs: Prevalence, Causes, and Proposed Action," and most likely underestimates the
number of cheaters, said Donald McCabe, co-writer and professor of management and
global business at Rutgers Business School.
McCabe attributes the higher cheating rate at MBA programs to the ambitious culture
of business, which gives students added pressure to be successful.
"The mentality is that the business profession is to get the job, and it's less important
how you get it," he said. "It's the perception a lot of students seem to have — what a lot
of people think — and they work harder in a sense to convince themselves [they aren't]
cheating anyway."
Jane Agbontaen agreed that business school students are driven, but said the findings
are inconsistent at NY-U's Stern School of Business, where she is in her second year.
"I will agree that MBAs are more likely to push the envelope at times since we are
willing to challenge the status quo," she said, adding that throughout her academic and
student activities at Stern, she hasn't observed as much cheating as the study suggests.

"In general, we do not agree with unethical behavior... because we are very aware of
the impact of such behavior," Agbontaen said. "Everyone loses."
Roy Smith, professor of finance and international business, has taught at Stern since
1987 and has never reported a student for cheating. He says this is because his grades
are based on essays and participation, and he believes "the students respect the school's
honor code and abide by it."
McCabe said he believes honor codes — which are taken "very seriously" at Stern — are
productive deterrents to cheating, as students handle the weight of ethical responsibility.
At Stern, students sign such an honor code upon starting the program, and whether it is
effective, there are few reported violations every year, Stern dean Thomas Cooley said.
"The intent of the honor code is to make students take ownership of academic honesty."
Since the code is written and implemented by students who run the Judiciary Committee, it is the students who maintain an "ethical environment in the classroom," Cooley
said.
Stern students also are required to enroll in "Professional Responsibility," a course
that covers responsible behavior through both text and execution of the class. Agbontaen
said she had to write "many tests on the cover of the answer booklet" early on.
Another second-year student, Elizabeth Boylan, said she thinks the honor code is effective but not noticed. "I don't think most people pay attention to it," said Boylan, who
like other Stern representatives added that she has never witnessed cheating.
"We're all here because we want to be, so it seems silly to have to cheat," she said.
"I believe most students, like myself, don't even consider it."
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Dept. of Ed. plans to facilitate aid process
BY MOLLIE CHASE /U-WIRE

In a press release issued by the Department of Education
Sept. 26, U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings announced her plans to improve higher education. She based her
plans on the Commission on the Future of Higher Education's
final report.
■ According to the press release, the commission is a group
Spellings created in September 2005 to evaluate the state of the
nation's post-secondary education. Over the past year, the commission held public meetings and hearings across the country
to better assess the situation.
Based on the commission's findings, Spellings said in the
press release that she plans to make college education more
affordable, as well as make information more accessible.
"We know higher education is the key to our children's future and the American dream, yet it is becoming more unaffordable and less attainable," Spellings said in the press release.
Julia Rice Mallette, associate vice provost and director of
scholarships and financial aid, said until the University sees
what is requested of the schools, no speculations can be made

about how much things will change.
"I think it's premature to comment on how individual
schools will be affected," she said.
According to the press release, Spellings plans to make
college education more affordable by controlling soaring costs,
simplifying the financial aid process and increasing the amount
of need-based aid available.
The Department of Education plans to significantly shorten
the Free Application for Federal Student Aid and inform students
of their aid awards earlier in their senior year of high school,
according to the same press release. This would give families
more time to plan for the financial strain of sending a child to
college.
"I hope [the changes] make it easier for the average student
to pay for college so they don't have to settle for a college they
don't necessarily want to attend, simply because of price,"
Cory Mclntosh, a freshman in engineering, said. "Being an
out-of-state student, affordability is very important to me, so
I support anything the government can do to make paying for
college easier on my family and me."
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CHILD CARE

REGULAR SITTER / NANNY

PART-TIME BABYSITTER
NEEDED

PROF. COUPLE (DOCTOR
/BANKER) SEEKS REG.
NANNY/SITTER M TO F 6
PM - 8 PM FOR TERRIFIC 2
YR. OLD BOY. OCCASIONAL
OVERNIGHT. MUST HAVE
CAR TO P/U AT DAYCARE.
DAYCARE AND HOUSE
IN FAIRFIELD, BLOCKS
FROM UNIV. SALARY +
ROOM (IF DESIRED) AVAIL.
REPS/EXP. REQUIRED.
EMAIL ACANZANO®
CRONUSPARTNERS.COM.

PART TIME BABYSITTER
NEEDED. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE, MORNINGS OR
AFTERNOONS. MUST HAVE
OWN TRANSPORTATION AND
EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL
CHILDREN. PLEASE CALL
203-319-0057.

BABYSITTER WANTED
HELP WANTED
UNIVERSITY AREA FAMILY
(1 CHILD), 3-6 HOURS PER

WEEK (PERFECT FOR
STUDENT)
- ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM
UNIVERSTIY
VERY FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
(AFTERNOONS/EARLY
EVENINGS)
- FUN FIVE YEAR OLD BOY
PLEASE CALL SUSAN @
203.292.3123

PART-TIME NANNY/
BABYSITTER NEEDED IN
FAIRFIELD
PART TIME SITTER FOR 2
GREAT, FUN BOYS: AGES
11 AND 9.15 HOURS A
WEEK, 2-3 AFTERNOONS.
JOB INCLUDES PICKING UP
FROM SCHOOL, TAKING TO
ACTIVITIES OR HOME, HELP
WITH HOMEWORK. CAR
AVAILABLE. CALL SUSAN:
914-815-1170.

FUN JOB CREATIVE OR NOT!
-HANDS ON POTTERY~
PERFECT STUDENT HOURS
WEEKENDS A MUST!
WWW.HOPCT.COM
319-1273
ASSISTANT COACH WANTED
COACH OF 5TH GRADE
BOYS REC SOCCER TEAM IN
FAIRFIELD SEEKS PLAYER
OR SOCCER ENTHUSIAST
TO ASSIST. 2 TO 4 HOURS
PER WEEK (ONE OR TWO
PRACTICES), DEPENDING
ON YOUR SCHEDULE. CALL
(203)258-0821 FOR INFO.
WORK 5 MINS FROM CAMPUS
INTLGIFTCO- BLACK ROCK
TPK - EXEC ASST - FLEX HRS
- MUST BE DEPENDABLE.
CALL MELINDA AT 371-2944
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Kelley returns to campus

Workout for the whole semester for only $99That's less than your Art History Book.

'1

(ARDIO

• Multiple 30,000 square foot state of-the-art facilities
• Unlimited FREE tanning in brand new stand-up booths
• 500 group exercise classes per week, including spinning
and Pilates, belly dancing and boot camp
• Private flat-screen televisions on all cardio equipment .
• Connecticut's most comprehensive free-weight area
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

Welcome back: University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx and former University President
Fr. Aloysius P. Kelley pose for picture last Thursday at the dedication for the newly built
Kelley Center.

FITNESS CLUBS
Fair-field • 665 Commerce Drive
Across from Super Duper Weenie

www.theedgefitnessclubs.

334.5505

Amazing Clubs! • Amazing Service! • Amazing Price!
Valid for students 17-23 with school ID. Semester memberships good through 12/23/06. Mewmsmbarsortly, Other ces-

may apply. Caa 334-SSG
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ASK ABOUT DAILY SANDWICH SPECIALS!

MICHELLE'S MUNCH MENU

Chicken Fingers (5) with Honey Mustard

,

Zucchini Pancakes (3) with Homemade Apple Sauce
Chicken Liver Pate w/sliced French Bread
| Tossed Salad
Fried Breaded Mushroom Caps with
Dipping Sauce(6-8)
Coconut Shrimp(5)
Clam Fritters (5)
Taco w/Guacamole and Tomato
Caiun Curly Fry's with dipping sauce
Crispy Chicken Wings (8)

....$ 4.95

$ 4.95
$ 4.95
$ 3.95
$ 4.95
$4.95
$ 4.95
$ 5.95
$ 3.95
$ 5.95

Everything is cooked to order so please phone in ahead

WRAPS - WRAPPED IN YOUR CHOICE OF TORTILLA - $6.95
Chicken Athena
grilled chicken, feta cheese, lettuce, tomato, balsamic vinaigrette
Grilled Chicken Caesar
grilled chicken, romaine, Parmesan cheese, low fat Caesar dressing
Thai Chicken
grilled chicken, jack cheese, lettuce, tomato, spicy Thai peanut sauce
Renia's Favorite Turkey Wrap
turkey, muenster cheese, lettuce, apple butter, bacon, and mayonnaise
The Beast
roast beef, swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, horseradish sauce

Heritage Square • 1700 Post Road • Fairfield • CT • 06824
Tel: 259-7373 • Fax:259-8880 -Casual Catering Available
Fairfield University Students - 10% Discount honored
and come in for your Free Lunch Punch Card!
PANINI - SERVED ON FOCACCIA BREAD AND GRILLED - $6.95
Chicken Sedona
grilled chicken, jack cheese, tomato, pesto sauce
Monte Cristo
turkey, ham, swiss cheese, tomato, russian
Balboa
roast beef, swiss cheese, garlic butter
Veggie Panino
mozzarella, roasted red peppers, tomato, artichoke hearts, pesto sauce
Tuna Panino
tuna salad, swiss cheese, tomato

Hours:
Heritage Square • 1700 Post Road • Fairfield, Q 06824
Tel: (203) 259-7373 • Fax: (203) 259-8880 ♦ www.whatscooking.org

Weekdays
Saturday
Sunday

6:30 am to 5:00 pm
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Closed

SUPER SOUPS
SENSATIONAL SANDWICHES
WONDROUS WRAPS
PANINI AND MORE!
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Not all residents of College Place are paying rent
Beach dwellers find they are shacking up with rodents
BY JESS MITCHELL
Turkeys stroll through our campus.
Skunks knock over our trash cans.
Deer jump in front of our cars.
Rats scuttle through our garbage, making enough noise to
keep students awake at night.
But campus is not the only place Fairfield critters ob
struct student life. This fall, College Place residents discovered their houses were infested with
rats.
"They were underneath the house
but not inside the house," said Marco
Ambrosio '07, whose house has been
rat-infested since day one.
The Exit, Ambrosio's residence, is one of three
houses on College Place owned by the Sea Grape owners.
A manager handles all issues pertaining to the Sea Grape
and the three houses, he said.
"They had the same problem at the Grape so they sent
over an exterminator to our house the day after we called
[them]," said Ambrosio. "They were right on top of it. They
took care of it immediately."
Exit residents, however, were not the only students affected
by rats.
Lisette Brewster '07, also of College Place, said there are rats on
her street as well.
"At night I hear them around the house; it's as if they are hitting the walls," said
Brewster.
Although she is relieved to have the rats gone, Brewster said the smell of dead
rats is unbearable.

"[The] guys next door can't be in some rooms because it smells so bad," she said.
"The rats were dying and decaying from the exterminator."
The stench can last up to one month after a one-pound rat has been killed, said
Brian Buckmir, president of a Fairfield exterminating company Apollo X.
Fairfield is overpopulated with rats, said Buckmir, because "we are running out
of land to share with the wildlife."
He said the rats at College Place were most likely Norway Rats.
These kinds of rats have an 8-inch body and an 8-inch tale, and have
eight
to 12 babies within 60 days of birth.
Buckmir said the most "humane" way to kill rats is
with glue boards, but the rats will "chew off their leg to
get off [the board] before they die of dehydration
or heart attack."
Therefore, the most effective means is a
snap trap or poison.
"[A snap trap will] snap them and
break their neck; chances are someone
else in their family witnessed it and knows
to stay away," said Buckmir.
However, rats will continue to live near their
food source if it is still available.
"They are gourmet eaters. If you have New York Strip
scraps, Ziploc and freeze them before putting them in the
garbage," he added.
The combined garbage of the Sea Grape and that of
resident college students could have drawn the rats to College
Place.
However, Buckmir said rats will live anywhere there is food.
"It could've been [the Grape] and some of those students don't have the most
sanitary conditions. But I've seen rats in the biggest, nicest estates," he said.
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No more easy A S: Colleges place ban on student/teacher relationships
files a grievance to the university, there will be an investigation. There would also be an
investigation if one of the individuals in the relationship filed the grievance.
If the proposal passes, a violation of the policy would result in disciplinary action that
Romantic relationships between faculty members and students in which one has an could include the firing of the employee.
authoritative role would be banned if a proposal drafted this month by the University of
UM system spokesman Scott Charton stressed the fluidity of the drafting process.
Missouri system Board of Curators passes at its meeting later
"We've been in discussion for a long time; the draft language
this year.
will probably change," Charton said.
The policy, though still in the draft stage, is scheduled
Many other universities already have similar policies in
to be voted on at the December Board of Curators meeting in
place.
Columbia.
At Iowa State University, the policy handbook states if a
The exact wording and policy could be changed before
faculty or faculty-student relationship exists in which one has
that time.
supervisory power over the other, the supervisor must take acThe draft states "consensual amorous relationships between
tion to end their role in evaluation.
members of the university community are prohibited when one
The University of Kansas has a policy stating that faculty
participant has direct evaluative or supervisory authority over
members should not initiate or be involved in relationships
the other."
with a faculty or staff member where they have a "power difA relationship is denned as amorous when two individuals
ferential."
mutually understand the romantic nature of it.
Maria Kerford, student representative to the Board of CuraThe policy extends beyond faculty-student relations to
tors, said the decision to draft the proposal was not caused by any
faculty relations as well.
incident on any of the four UM campuses or anywhere else.
The proposal was drafted partly to prevent situations in
Kerford said she supports the proposal and thinks it will
have a positive effect.
which the supervisor could show preferential treatment or in
which others could perceive such treatment.
"The policy falls under the sexual harassment clause already
in place by the university and will impede students from feelMissouri Students Association President John Andersen
ing pressured by a professor to engage in a relationship while
said he hopes the proposal will pass.
enrolled in a class taught by the professor," Kerford said.
"I support the proposal in situations where there is a superThe system already has other policies in place against
visory role, especially between faculty and students," Andersen
Contributed Photo sexual harassment.
said. "Those relationships are inappropriate. The policy would
It's complicated with my Professor: Univ. of MisThis proposal differs from current policies because it takes
protect students and faculty both."
souri
drafted
a
proposal
to
put
a
stop
to
dating
profs.
consensual relationships into account.
If any student or employee not involved in the relationship
BY BRAD FISCHER/U-WIRE
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FAIRFIELD POLICE DEPARTMENT DOC

Officers have increased activity in beach area and
gained unprecedented access to private property
BY ANDREW CHAPIN
Documents obtained by The Mirror show that
a more uniform Fairfield police disturbance policy
is directed specifically at the area of town occupied
mostly by University students.
A memo distributed to police officers by
Chief of Police David Peck entitled "Addressing
The 'Beach Area," defines the area as Reef Road,
Fairfield Beach Road and all streets connecting to
Fairfield Beach Road south of Edward Street.
Peck said that the students were not the reason
for the policy change.
"We're not targeting students," he said.
"We're targeting inappropriate behavior."
However, the document reads in part that officers have "access to common areas through [the]
academic year" at the Lund Court Condominium,
an area occupied by students. There is no mention
of any specific police procedures to be followed
during the summer, when home-owners and other
renters occupy the grounds.
Yet Peck said that it was not necessarily
Fairfield students or any other students in general
who were responsible for the change.
"We don't consider kids to be the number
one threat in Fairfield," he said. "We've got other
things to worry about."
Peck also said he looks at the policy as more
of an ordered distribution of a policy already in
place.
"Everyone's looking at the same music," he
said. Peck referred to the change in order to add
"unified instruction and command."

He said the action taken was in response to his
predecessor's policy, in which shift commanders
(those in charge at the beach) used their discretion
in dealing with situations. Now, they must adhere
to Peck's order, which is immediate arrest.
First Selectman Kenneth Flatto said he felt
that the policy was nothing new, instead focusing

High resolution images of the police documents
are available at www.fairfieldmirror.com

on the inherent reason behind it.
"This is not really a new policy," he said. "The
town has a policy to adhere to the letter of the law
when it comes to underage drinking."
The only difference is the distribution of the
policy, he said. "We're putting it across the board
in an area where it has been erratically enforced,"
he said.
Flatto highlighted the '90s as the beginning

In focus: The targeted area

Illustration by Katie McCarthy/ map courtesy of Google Maps

Map area outlined in light red denotes the geographic parameters of the new policy.

-J

of the problem that led to this action. Regardless
of the student population though, Flatto said that
a "happy medium" must be found.
"We all went to college, but it doesn't have
to be done at the expense of the neighbors," he
said.
Policies such as the "Zero Tolerance" policy
and the "stop-by intervention" policy, both of
which are being more strictly followed under the
adjusted policy, are intended by police to decrease
identified problems.
Under "zero tolerance," arrests will be made
"without exception" if the offense "satisfies the
legal elements for arrest," according to the "Addressing The Beach Area" memo.
The "Stop - by intervention" policy entails a
warning being issued to parties before any complaint or violation has officially been reported.
This is done to "identify the individual responsible"
before a situation can take place.
Peck described this as the "warning portion
of our initiative." He said this is a "courtesy" the
police offer to residents in the event that they cannot control their parties.
Additionally, police officials sent a letter to
local liquor stores that outlined concerns over the
sale of liquor and specifically requested alcohol
suppliers to report to the police any sale of liquor
that would insinuate "obvious party situations."
Chuck Abercrombie, President of the Fairfield
Beach Road Association (FBRA), said he supports
the policy.
"It's a good policy," he said. "In light of the
history of the problems at the beach, I think it's a
good thing for the police to do."
Abercrombie corroborated Flatto's assessment of the policy as well.
"Just to set the record straight, it has been in
effect for around three years now," he explained.
"These letters have been issued to students year
after year to inform them of the policies."
But Adam Peterson '07, president of, the Student Beach Resident Association (SBRA), said he
was unsure about the policy's effect on students.
"I won't try to stand up for the people that are
totally disrespectful and ignore all the rules, but I
think that police patrolling the student house areas
specifically targeting students might be overkill,"
he said.
Overall, he expressed disappointment with
the events that lead to this change.
"I think it's too bad that the relations are so
strained between the town and the students living
down here," he said.
FUS A President Hutch Williams '08 rejected
the policy on the grounds that it was "too harsh."
"I don't think it's fair," he said. "They're
setting a standard and trying to make an example
out of the students."
Williams advocated constructive programs,
possibly in conjunction with the police department,
as a way of ensuring the well being of students.
"We need to educate students to keep them
out of handcuffs," he said.

Read the document
in its entirety at
www. fairfieldmirro r. com
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WED BY THE MIRROR SHOWS POLICE TARGET STUDENT AREA

and noise up, arrests down

THAT'S RIDICULOUS'
Students teact to change in policy
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

>.'

2003-2004
2004-200$
2005-2006

Graphic by Katie McCarthy/ The Mirror

kmber 2003-June 2004, there were 31 disturbance complaints. That number
\e 2005 but rose to 35 in September 2005-June 2006. Similarly, noise complaints
jperiods: 105 complaints in '03, 125 in '04 and 128 in '05. Conversely though,
Jsed during these intervals: 2003 saw 102 arrests made following investigation, but
|004 before leveling at 55 in 2005.

Fairfield University students felt as if they
were being done a disservice by the change in
policy. And they were less than pleased with the
course of action taken by the police department.
Kaylan Talty '07 wondered what ramifications
the policy change could have on her future.
"How are we supposed to apply for jobs like
this if we're going to be arrested so randomly?"
she questioned
Austin Ayers '07 rejected the "zero tolerance"
policy as he felt that it specifically focused on the
students.
"First of all, the zero tolerance is unfair
because it only targets students," he said. "Then,
Ayers looked at a hypothetical to explain his
reasoning.
"If I made a complaint on my neighbor, they
won't get arrested. It's completely biased. They'll
just get a warning or a violation ticket," he said.
Attorney John E. McCabe, based out of
Wellesley, Massachusetts, struggled to find legal
issue in the written policy though.
"Police leniency towards certain select

citizens is always present proving it is difficult
if not impossible," he explained. "The defense
that some else should have been arrested is very
weak."
McCabe, while acknowledging the legitimacy
of the "zero tolerance" policy, had reservations
regarding the "stop - by intervention." But according to him, "Arguing that one should not
have been arrested because someone else was not
arrested is not a good defense."
With the law on the side of the Police, students still reacted harshly to an action plan they
felt was out to get them.
"I think that's ridiculous," April Salvaterra
'07 said. "If no one makes a complaint and we're
twenty-one, what's the problem?"
Michael McEvoy '07, meanwhile, was critical
of the Town of Fairfield. He felt that they were
depriving the students of opportunities that students before them enjoyed.
"I feel bad that people younger than us won't
be able to enjoy Fairfield like we did," he said.
"The town is taking away privileges that we as
citizens have a right to as well."

Mixed reviews on axing SAT r Believe politics has nothing to

CONTINUED FROM P. 1
Americans.
"If the overall application pool only
grows 5 percent but minority and first generation American applications increase 15
percent, we will achieve what we wanted,"
said Lydon.
Pellegrino, however, believes Providence's policy provides no guarantee for an
increase in diversity. Fairfield, for example,
has achieved a more diverse student body as
"applications from AHANA students increased
by 30 percent... and enrollment increased over
90 percent [from last year's freshman class]
without dropping the SAT requirement."
Lydon also hopes the test-optional policy
will emphasize the importance of students'
overall high school performance, not just

standardized testing.
Robert Schaeffer of Fairtest, an organization dedicated to eliminating the SAT
as a factor in college admissions, applauds
Providence's decision.
"Even the test-makers themselves agree
high school records are a better indicator of
success," Schaeffer said, adding that Providence will most likely be able to make "as
good or better decision [regarding admission]
without requiring the test."
But students such as Kathryn LaChapelle
'09 believe eliminating the SAT, which has
existed since 1901, is a bad decision.
"It's a generally standard way to assess
the thinking and comprehension skills of students entering college," she said.

Fulcher thrilled with
diversity grant
CONTINUED FROM P.

do with your life?
Skeptical about
government?
Discover the facts...
INTERN AT THE
CONNECTICUT STATE CAPITOL
Learn about state government and earn academic credit this spring
semester as a legislative intern at the State Capitol. Work with a
state senator or representative and develop first-hand knowledge of
the real world of politics.
Both part-time and full-time internships are available. A major in
political science and prior political experience are not required.
Academic credit is granted by most colleges and universities. In
addition, a travel stipend is awarded to cover the cost of travel to the
State Capitol. To learn more about this program and obtain an
application see your campus advisor.

1

Darci Fulcher '07, whose Project Peg
proposal centered around female body image, received one of the three grants. She was
thrilled with the result.
"It was a very difficult journey which
required a lot of time, effort and hard work.
Our message is relevant to every student on
campus, and getting the chance to put our
Project Peg campaigns into action is definitely
worth it."

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS:

NOVEMBER 1, 2006
Campus Advisor:

Prof. Donald Greenberg
Political Science Dept.
Donnarumma Hall, Room 306
(203) 254-4000
http://www.cqa.ct.gov/isc
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Here we go...def iwite party situation...
n ■ n ri 2 cases...that's enough, right?"
WSBCM

Disgraceful discrimination
It was audacious for Fairfield Police Chief David Peck to say that the
police department is "not targeting students" in its implementation
of new policies in the beach area, and it is outrageous for Peck's
department to treat students more harshly than other residents for equal
infractions.
An internal police document entitled "Problem Response
- Beach Area" lays out the draconian measures being taken by the
police to address the uproar among disenchanted year-round residents
(page 8).
One part of the document details the so-called "Zero Tolerance"
policy, which instructs police to arrest students for infractions on the
spot without a formal warning from police officers.
We think this is harsh, but if the policy was to be followed in
every part of the town, we wouldn't doubt for a second its fairness or
its legality.
Moreover, we understand the need for greater security during the
academic year in the targeted area. Since a disproportionate number
of noise complaints come from the Beach Area, it would be foolish
for the police not to pay a disproportionate amount of attention to the
area.
Our objection is not with the reality that the police are trying to
clamp down on disorderly conduct at the beach, but with the disgraceful fact that the students in the targeted area might be arrested
for crimes that would go un-punished if committed by residents in
different areas. Such residents, under this policy, could commit an
identical crime and escape with nothing more than a warning.
One wonders whether beach residents are being denied the equal
protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment.
Under the policy, a student hosting a party at the "Traffic
Baron" on Cummings Road would not be subject to the same patrols
and "Zero Tolerance" policy that their neighbors living at "The 500"
on Reef Road would have to worry about. (See map, page 8)
Furthermore, if a local high school student living on North
Benson Road were to host a blowout party for his classmates, officers
would have the option of giving that student a warning before making
an arrest. The same would apply if a middle-aged adult was causing
a disturbance outside the targeted area.
The University administration needs to stand up for the rights
of students living at the beach, both because it is the right thing to do
and because the University has a vested interest in upper-classmen
living off campus.
If students get fed up with the discriminatory policies at the
beach, they might take up the University on its "guarantee" for four
year housing,
That guarantee and a nickel wouldn't get you a cup of coffee at
Jazzman's were a critical mass to utilize it.
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How about we just arrest them on the way out?

Fashion world finally wakes up
representation of the designers' image at that point
of time."
It is a clear and valid assumption that models
Just one hitch: while the runway may only be
whose ribs can be counted while wearing a de- fraction of the fashion world, it is still among the most
signer outfit are too thin. However, the fashion photographed and discussed in the media. Fashion
industry just got the memo.
magazines such as Vogue and Vanity Fair feature the
In the past several weeks,
latest styles and the newmodels have walked down the
est advertising campaigns
featuring rail-thin models.
prestigious catwalks of Fashion
These features are what the
Weeks across the world donning
public is seeing and trying
the wares of the world's most
to emulate.
renowned designers. Wispy
It is an old yet unformodels, usually with pouts on
tunate issue: the number
their faces, because it takes too
of eating disorders among
much energy to smile, act as livwomen and men are on the
ing hangers to glorious pieces of
rise, especially among colhaute couture.
lege students. According to a
Recently at Madrid Fashion
recent article written by Dr.
Week, officials on the organizaCarolyn Costin on WebMD.
tion board instituted a new rule
com, a questionnaire adthat if a model weighed less than
ministered in Wisconsin
125 lbs. she (and in some cases,
last year found out that out
he) was not allowed to work.
of
226 college students (98
A week later, members
males and 128 females),
of the Parliament in England
26 percent of males and 48
strongly urged organizers of
percent of females describe
London Fashion Week to folthemselves as overweight.
low the same guidelines set in
Yes, men and women
Madrid. During Milan Fashion
Contributed Photo
can think for themselves
Week in Italy, weight issues did Model thin: Might not be so "in."
and censor what they deem
not seem to influence the flow
of models down the runway. Ultimately, it was the truthful or blasphemous, but the message the fashion
choice of specific designers to use a model based on industry is sending to the public is that although some
physical appearance and not a thorough inquiry into models and even celebrities are obviously emaciated,
they are still allowed to strut down the runway.
her health.
There is a common saying that it's better to look
According to The New York Times, there appears
to be more concern among the elite in the fashion good than feel good. Arguably, it is much more benindustry as to whether it is appropriate to probe into eficial to be healthy and, in turn, look good.
Kudos to the officials at Madrid Fashion Week
the personal lives of models.
for
trying
to change the requirements for runway
For example, Kate Ford, chief executive of Ford
Models told The Times, "do I think because you're models.
Hopefully, these regulations will improve the
thin that you're anorexic? No. The runway represents
a very small segment of the entire fashion business. standards of beauty in the fashion industry and alter
On the runway, model size has been frequently a public perception.
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS
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Coast to Coast: Greetings from Kansas! Our (bathroom)
There is a phenomenal thing happening
out here on the road- one that I eagerly call
home to talk about often but am rarely able to
put into words. I believe that I come closest
when I speak of the survivors our team has met

to enter a race that would prove his hardest
yet: the race for his life. Cancer, surgeries and
Editor's note: Leslie Estelle graduated
harsh treatment left John unable to do much,
from Fairfield in 2005 and is currently accomlet alone run. With what his family attributes
panying Christian McEvoy on his run across
to a combination of great doctors and a lot of
America.
prayer and support, 15-yearold John beat the odds and is
"am one of the two
currently living cancer-free.
documentary filmHe recently ran a personal
. makers on the road
best in a cross-country meet
with Christian McEvoy
and ran his farthest distance
'04, who is running the
of 9.2 miles with Christian
3,500 miles from the
the following day. This kid
Pacific to the Atlantic to
is simply remarkable.
raise funds and awareEvery survivor we've
ness for cancer survimet has been blindsided by
vors.
his or her diagnosis. They're
Christian reached
busy being kids like John, or
his halfway point in
new mothers like Kathy, or
Smith Center, Kansas
teachers like Gaye, or new
this past weekend with a
home owning husbands like
40-mile day. That's right,
Dave, or aspiring filmmaka 40-mile day.
ers like Howard. And the list
I remember first getgoes on.
ting wind of Christian's
I strongly encourage
run through an e-mail
you to visit our website at
coasttocoastrun.org and
from a professor and
Contributed Photo
thinking, "how absurd, a
get involved. Anyone that
Remarkable runner: McEvoy and his team are inspired by those they've met
run across the country." during run thus far.
would like to join Christian
Absurdity, I've clearly
for a portion of his run
gotten over, or rather betthrough Connecticut in earter understand, as I write from Kansas.
and share the stories that Kristen Coleman '06 ly December can also register there. Students
I can't remember exactly when I went and I have been documenting.
and faculty are welcomed to contact me with
from thinking, "I wonder if that guy will make
One such survivor is John Cabrera, the any questions at leslie@coasttocoastrun.org.
With one out of every three people being
it," to saying to him, "yes, I'll help you raise $ 1 youngest of six runners in his family. Chalmillion for cancer survivors,", but I'm certain lenge and endurance took on new meaning for diagnosed with cancer at some point in their
that I'll spend the rest of my life thanking God the Cabreras when John was diagnosed with lives, I think we're all called to seem a little
brain cancer at the age of 11. He was forced absurd in our efforts to raise awareness.
that I came to that epiphany.
BY LESLIE ESTELLE
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Online outrage
Fairfield community responds to new beach policies
"It seems like a pretty simple concept
to me: don't buy a house in a college town, in the area where college
kids live, if you don't want to be
around them. My grandfather went
to Fairfield, lived at the beach, and
reminisces about the crazy parties
they used to have there, so you really
can't use the excuse that they weren 't
there when you bought [your house]. "
"/ am not a lawyer, but I think
-'06 Alum
ChiefPeck is on shaky Constitutional
ground here... until the University
"There is no denying the fact that
"Ifind these police tactics to be quite solves it's unsatisfactory on-campus
students are treated differently. For
hypocritical. Fairfield Beach owners
housing situation, it is incumbent
anyone who would like argue the
have no problem renting their broken upon the them to stick up for the
point, I invite you to read the Sudown shacks for exorbitant amounts
students at the beach "
perior Court decision upholding the
-Bob Minion
of money to FU students, then they
injunction at Lantern Point. Who
want them all arrested every time
can't
congregate in large numbers?
"There are no problems in the sumthey crack a beer. Does anyone see
mer. But every resident of the beach
Only one kind of person-■■ That's
the hypocrisy here? Being that the
right you guessed it! "
gets anxiety attacks and dreads the
University keeps enrolling larger
- Former Student
classes, in it in their own best interest return of students in the fall!"
- Former Beach Resident
to have upperclassmen living at the

"As the parent ofa student, I think
it is unfair to target only a limited
area and class of person. If the police
go through with this policy they must
treat all residents and owners the
same... Students should be respectful
and the police should treat everyone
equally. The Fairfield Police may
want to rethink their targeting of
neighborhoods.
-Susan Rich

beach."

-Nancy Maiinowski

"Wake up - the zero tolerance position has been in place for several in
the beach area - it is not new. The
only thing that has changed is that
there is a new police chief in place
and he intends to enforce the laws of
the Town of Fairfield."
- Anonymous

#

'

To view more comments or to post some or
your own, visit www.fairfieldmirror.com

door is always
open
BY ANN GLOVER

Before I even arrived at the beach in
September as a senior and moved in
to my new beach house on Fairfield
Beach Road, I prepared myself for the worst
possible problems that would eventually occur between my house—filled with college
seniors — and our neighbors' houses—filled
with families, elderly people, and so on.
However, what I did not plan for
was the generous middle-aged man who
lives a couple of doors down from us, the
unexpected, yet frequent visits from our
82-year-old neighbor living behind us, or
the boy who claims to be a 20-year-old and
always invites himself over.
All of these small encounters with my
neighbors really took me by surprise.
A couple of weeks ago, when coming
back from a run, a man who lives a few
doors down from me called me over to
talk to him.
"Young lady, do you live in that
house?" he asked, pointing to our little
green beach dwelling.
Thinking that I was about to be yelled
at for the noise being too loud over the
weekend, a car being on his side of the
driveway, or something horrible that I
didn't even know about, I apprehensively
answered yes.
"Well, in that case I will be away for
the weekend and if anyone needs a parking
space, you are more than welcome to use it
over the weekend," he said, then went on
talking about the high school reunion that
he would be attending, which turned out to
be in my hometown.
Now when I see him, I will talk to him
or just give a friendly wave.
Something else I didn't expect are the
frequent visits from our 82-year-old neighbor, who I'll call "George," who used to live
in our house.
About a week ago, in the late afternoon,
a couple of my friends and I were sitting
in our living room talking when we heard
the back door of our house open: Thinking
that it was just one of our housemates, we
ignored it and went about talking.
Two minutes later, George entered the
room, walked into our bathroom, and shut
the door behind him. Not knowing what to
do or say, we all just sat there in shock.
He was in there for no more than a few
minutes, when we heard a flush, saw the
door open, and George appeared.
"Oh, I'm sorry," he said. "Have a nice
day." And, with that, he walked out the door
and closed it behind him politely.
These are just some of the encounters
that I have experienced since living at the
beach. Although they may not seem completely normal, they are harmless and a
little surprising.
I have come out of these situations
with the awareness that not all Fairfield
beach residents are out to get us and maybe
students need to have a little patience as
well.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Planes, trains and packing: oh my!
The difficulties of traveling to andrrom Fairfield from far away
BY ALEXANDRA STEWART

I say "pop" instead of "soda". Before I
came to Fairfield, I didn't know what
a real hill looked like having grown
up on flat land. I had absolutely no idea
what the term "guido" meant. If you gave
me a map of the United States, I could tell
the difference between Iowa, Kansas and
Nebraska.
I am from northern Illinois and it takes
me two hours to get home by plane and 15
hours by car. It is not the easiest feat for
me to get home for the holidays.
I am not complaining about having to
commute a long distance to get to Fairfield.
One of the reasons I came to Fairfield was
to experience something different. I love
being on the East Coast and I wouldn't
trade any of my debaucherous days at
Fairfield just so I could be a bike ride away
from home.
I would, however, like Fairfield to
make accommodations for those who are
not within driving distance.
My main gripe is the constant insistence every year to make the finals schedule ridiculously difficult to work around.
Maybe it's just my luck, but I feel like

every time December rolls around I have
exams scheduled up until the last day at
the last time.
It is extremely stressful to put pressure
on yourself to pack, study and try, at the
same time, to make a 7 p.m. flight home
in time for dinner.
There have been many a semester
that I would have been forced to fly home
on Christmas Eve if my professors hadn't
taken pity on me and let me reschedule
my finals. While I've been pretty lucky to
have compassionate teachers, not all my
fellow Midwesterners and other non-East
Coast residents have been as lucky.
Getting to the airport is a problem
in and of itself. As a freshman without a
car on campus, I continually relied on my
roommate's mother to drive me to and
from the airport at least four times a year.
Even with a car these past three years, I
end up having to park in the overnight
parking lot - paying exuberant amounts
of money when I could have just paid a
tight sum to school if they offered a shuttle
service to the airport
It is not unheard of for schools to offer transportation to airports. Notre Dame
is one of them. It has a partnership with
Tri-State Coach and United Limo. Both

services will come to campus and pick
you up.
There is also the issue of where to
store my stuff all summer long after
spring rolls around. Most people from Illinois pack all their stuff up and make the
15-hour drive back with no problem. I,
however, haven't gone home for a summer
since freshman year.
For the past two summers, I've packed
up all my things into my car and left my
vehicle in a close family friend's driveway
in Westport. Not only is this inconvenient
for me, but also for the family involved.
I understand that Fairfield can't have
20 or more cars just parked on campus for
liability reasons, but I have friends at other
schools who have storage options within
their universities.
Hobart and William Smith Colleges
work closely with mini-storage companies
in the nearby area. Students are able to
set up pick-up dates to have their things
stored over the summer and when they
come back in the fall, they can arrange a
delivery date for their stuff to be dropped
off at their current
residence hall.
I can very easily
get my own storage

space. But it gets pricey without the student rates that other schools get because
of university involvement. Also, being a
freshman and trying to find a car to move
all your stuff for you - not easy. It would
be so much less difficult if I had a little
assistance in the storage process.
The argument that we don't have as
many students from my hometown area or
other states past the Mississippi River is a
good one. I agree it seems pretty ridiculous
to make accommodations for such a tiny
percentage of the Fairfield population.
The current situation at Fairfield has
turned people away. As a former tour
guide, I've seen people come visit from all
over. A lot of families have been turned off
by Fairfield's distance to airports.
The admissions department is constantly saying they want more students
from different states to consider Fairfield.
This isn't going to happen unless the
school starts to provide solutions.
Whether it's a ride to the airport or
just some help finding a storage area, we'll
take anything we can get.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Standards may differ but Fairfield is lenient
To the Editor:
Andrew Chapin's "GPA: what's the point?" is
certainly correct in stating that some classes are a lot
harder than others, if by this he means that standards
differ from professor to professor.
. Over the past two decades Fairfield has seen
consistent discrepancies among the grading patterns
of individual professors, departments, and schools:
discrepancies that cannot be explained by any differences in student ability. Between 1993 and 2002 average grades awarded by the School of Business faculty
were higher than those given by the College of Arts
and Sciences for every semester session but two, when
the grade averages were even. This consistently higher
pattern for Business existed despite comparable SAT
scores for its entering freshman classes; indeed entering
Business freshmen scored fifteen points lower than Arts
and Sciences in the combined SAT average.
Within the College of Arts and Sciences the hardscience departments predictably graded lower, but there
were also substantial differences between departments
within the humanities and social sciences, while grades
assigned in summer and in winter-intersession courses
averaged consistently above, grades assigned in the
regular fall- and spring-semester courses. While I have
no figures available for individual professors, there
clearly are differences within departments as well.
In seeking more "laid-back" professors and less
stressful classes, however, Mr. Chapin appears to be
unaware of how "laid-back" this campus already is.
Senior exit surveys from 1997 to 2001 have shown that
the average student workweek at Fairfield, including
time spent in class, was approximately 25 hours, while
17 percent of the Fairfield graduating seniors reported

that they spent fewer than seven hours per week
studying outside of class. It is doubtful that student
work habits have improved much since then; indeed,
the ongoing trend was downwards, as the percentage
of Fairfield students who spent more than ten hours
per week studying outside of class declined from 49
percent in 1997 to 32 percent in 2001 (Senior Exit
Survey - Fairfield University, 1997-2001).
I would remind Mr. Chapin that the average
blue-collar workweek is 40 hours, and that people
in white-collar careers such as medicine, law and
business spend many more hours than that. Does he
want a Fairfield degree that will prepare him for the
real world?
In stating further that some
Fairfield professors "haven't given
an A since the Reagan administration," Mr. Chapin is unaware that,
over the sixteen-year period between
1986 and 2002, the average undergraduate grade at Fairfield increased
from approximately 83 percent to 86
percent. With the average grade at
Fairfield now higher than a B (85
percent, or 3.0), it is far more likely
that there are Fairfield professors who
have not given a D since the Reagan
administration, rather than professors
who have not given an A.
Sincerely,
William Abbott
Department of History
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A student's guide to bringing creativity to collegiate cooking

String pasta with chicken,
sun-dried tomatoes
& vegetables
Servings: 3-4 people
Difficulty: Easy
,

"You pretty much just saute the vegetables, throw
in some olive oil, and cut up some chicken and viola,"

Time: 30 minutes

said Talmadge.
Eat your broccoli! Chop off the stems and just keep the tops of the broccoli

STORY AND PHOTOS BY JAMES NGUYEN

uick, simple, and tasty - three words
| seldom used in conjunction to describe a hearty meal. Thankfully,
I Talmadge '07 has come up with a
pasta-based dish that can satisfy the pickiest
of collegiate taste buds.
Is this recipe as easy as he makes
it seem? In 15 easy steps, you be the
judge. .
Ingredients: One box of angel
hair pasta, olive oil, package of sun-dried
tomatoes, package of carrot fingers, one
whole onion, fresh broccoli, four cloves
of garlic, fennel seeds, cooking spray,
parmesan cheese and four boneless, skinless, chicken breasts.

Steps:
1.) To start, dice up one whole onion
into smaller one-inch cubes.
2.) Next, take the crown of broccoli,
cut and throw away the stems.
3.) Then vertically chop up the carrot
fingers into smaller carrot sticks. Technically, this cutting motion is referred to as
the Julienne technique.
4.) Mince the four cloves of garlic.
5.) Take out a third to a half a pack-

age of sun-dried tomatoes and slice each
piece into halves.
6.) Mix everything you have just
prepared into a cooking pan.
7.) Sprinkle a pinch of fennel seeds
into the pan.
8.) Pour four tablespoons of olive oil
into the pan.
9.) Mist a differentcooking pan with
cooking spray
10.) Cut the chicken breasts into
small three inch squares and toss them
into the new pan.
11.) Start boiling the pasta. Use a
whole box (one pound) of pasta for 3-4
servings.
12.) Heat up the vegetable pan and
chicken pan on the stove for approximately 15 minutes.
13.) Ensure that the chicken is finished by making sure it looks tender and
not pink. Ensure that the vegetables are
finished by sampling with a fork.
14.) Once all three components are
finished cooking, mix thechicken in with
the vegetables. Finally, mix the new combination with the pasta and serve.
15.) Voila!

What's up Doc? Vertically chop the carrots into sticks.

Visit www.fairfieldmirror.comfor a visual step-by-step slideshow of this recipe.

Tastes like chicken: Cut each chicken breast into tiny pieces.

Voila!: String pasta with chicken, sun-dried tomatoes and vegetables

Shed a tear: Dice an onion into one-inch cubes.

CAMPUS LIFE
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Chivalry is dead, but you're still kind of cute!
HIGHER GROUND
LAURA-MARIE
MARCIANO

As a self-proclaimed feminist, I will
fight until death for the equal treatment of
women in society. I believe it is important that all females are given the chance
to express themselves as individuals and
pursue their goals, whether that entails
being President of the United States or
asking a guy from their chemistry class
out on a date.
In spite of this, I still envy my fellow
female college students of yesteryear who
had first-hand experience of the art and
practice of actual dating. After being at
Fairfield for two years, I still find it hard
to accept the harsh reality of the university romance scene.
It is sad to see so many of my friends
who are not only beautiful young women,
but also leaders on campus, smart beyond their years, and compassionate and
witty, sit in their rooms feeling worthless
because the guy they have their eyes on
would rather take out the mindless little
twit who's whole world revolves around
designer handbags and getting wasted
five out of seven nights of the week.
Guys seem to complain about the
lack of quality "datable" chicks at our

school, but time after time, they reach
into the den of inequity to find their
Saturday night fling.
Don't get me wrong, I love men.
I believe they are truly one of God's
most glorious creations, but I cannot,
for the life of me, figure out what it is
that they are really looking for. Why it
is so hard for them to admit they like a
girl who enjoys going to museums on the
weekends and whose vocabulary extends
beyond that of what one might learn from
watching daytime television?
Chivalry may be dead, but there
are too many amazing Fairfield girls
sitting around waiting for their Prince
Charming.
There are too many guys who are
caught up with chicks who are purely
just a waste of their time.
I challenge the young men at our
school to perhaps take a second look at
the quirky girl in class with a sweet smile
and strong opinions. She may turn out to
be your future wife, or at least someone
who can show you there is a lot more to
relationships than late night AIM conversations that lead to extra awkward
mornings.
Hold doors, say hello sincerely, and
by God, ask a girl on a REAL date, why
don't ya?! You never know just what
might happen.

Illustration by Jess Fullagar/The Mirror

Pucker up: Fairfield girls are waiting for Prince Charming to sweep them off their feet.
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WHAT'S
YOUR COLOR?
Chromotherapy gives your
outfits a whole new meaning
Discover your mood today!

/

BY PALINA PAVARHA
Catarlna Mala/1 he Mirror

Walk on fire: The color red gives off an image of power and desire. Ladies, wear it well!
Fall is here - you can hear it in the
whisper of the wind; you can feel it
in'the air getting cooler everyday;
you can see it in the colors of the leaves
falling from trees and you can spot it in
the color of the clothes people begin to
dress in.

Every season people tend to rotate
the color of the clothes they choose to
wear. This is not just purely of the fashion trends seen in magazines and on
Hollywood icons, but it's also because
of their personal mood swings.
I'm a mood dresser. Simply put, I
choose my clothes according to what
color suits my mood at the current moment. When I feel calm and at peace
with myself, I'm wearing pink, all
shades of it from magenta to hot pink,
from fuchsia to Hollywood cerise.
When I feel gloomy, I unconsciously
dress up in green colored clothes,
The best explanation I can give
for my behavior towards picking new
clothes is "because I like it." But I
have always felt that there is a lot
more behind choosing the color of
your clothes.
There is a science, called Chromotherapy, or Color Therapy, that claims
to use color and light to balance energy
wherever our bodies are lacking, be
it physical, emotional, spiritual, or
mental.
According to this therapy, colors
have a great influence on people and
every color has its own meaning.
After reading some articles on this
therapy, I decided to find out what
mood, according to Chromotherapy, I
will fall into wearing the clothes in the
fashion color trends of this season.
The color forecast for fall 2006
is firmly in accordance with nature.
According to fashion magazines, traditional earthy tones with sun dried rich
ochre and terracotta tones gain ground.
In women's clothing, the colors of pollen, honey, scorched gold, burnt earth
and fox hues, rest among a few livelier,
more shocking tones. On peak of the
popularity are three colors - purple,

ruby red and gold.
My - personal feelings about the
fashion color trends for the fall - I'm
packing my bags and moving to Australia, it's spring there now.
The fashion colors for the season
are the ones I tend to avoid and I don't
think there's anything in my wardrobe
colored purple, red or gold. But then
again, maybe these colors aren't all
that bad. They may actually be good
for me.
According to the meaning of
colors:
Purple - gives authority and
prestige to the one wearing it. It is

the color of royalty, and it's reputed
to be the favorite color of Cleopatra.
Purple boosts imagination and stimulates creativity.
Red - a hot color. It's the color of
the glowing sun, fire and desire. Red
means power.
The red carpet for celebrities and
VIP's, the royal clothing, red ties for
those involved in business. It easily grabs the attention of others, and
makes you look confident with a little
hint of danger.
Gold - rich and extravagant.
While all that glitters is not gold the
color gold still suggests grandeur, and,

perhaps on the downside, the excesses
of the rich.
Wearing gold makes you feel successful, living on the best side of life
and enjoying it to the fullest. It increases the feeling of personal power,
and promotes courage, confidence and
willpower.
You can easily notice, that all the
three fashion colors of fall symbolize confidence. So maybe it's time to
forget about typical autumn grey and
dark colors that make blend in with
the others. Go for red, purple and
gold, and you're sure to feel special
and unique.

Lorraine Lampe he Mirror

Campus colors are in style: Chromotherapy pulls colors from nature and describes how each affects the human mind set.
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Warning: College life hazardous to your health
Life-altering epiphanies aren't common, so when we experience them
they stand out far beyond other
memories. I had a recent epiphany in a
McDonald's drive-through as a woman
named Conchita was handing me a Big
Mac and an extra-large ten-piece Chicken
McNugget meal. This well rounded
meal came at the tail end of a typical
Monday that may or may not have
involved 11 Busch Lights, two lips
and approximately half a pack of
cigarettes.
As I received my meal
from Conchita, I stopped and
pondered to myself, "I may
possibly be an unhealthy
person." I'd like to tell you
that I respectfully declined
my food, but of course Conchita may as well have been
giving Tyrone Biggums crack
when she gave my drunk ass McDonald's.
Later, as I inhaled my final McNugget, I
realized how unhealthy a lifestyle we lead
as college students.
The typical Fairfield student cannot
avoid unhealthy elements no matter how
hard he or she tries. Think of the difference
in diet between living at home and living
at school. At home, there exists things like
"fruit" and "vegetables", strange exotic
foods not found in college diets. At home,
I I .! \ «-|I I I Mil I I < >

refrigerators are also stocked with food that
hasn't yet passed its expiration date, while
many fridges in townhouses and beach
houses should be harvested for penicillin.
As a senior, I can't help but think of my
classmates who have punished their bodies
for more than 3 years as I have done, now
all relegated to telling high school hero
stories about how they used to have a six
pack, run a 4.5 forty or run a five-minute
mile. The only recent athletic achievements many of us have performed
that are worth bragging about are
30-second keg stands or walking
home past the third hump from
The Grape at 1:30 a.m. If our
. internal organs had the ability
to collectively strangle us to death
for the atrocities we've committed
towards them, Fairfield would have
^^ a graduating class of 36 people in
2007.
I almost feel worse for underclassmen,
who still endure two violent gastrointestinal assaults per day from Barone. Dorm
bathrooms across campus get stormed
worse than the beaches of Normandy at
about seven o'clock each night because of
the preservative-laced cud served in our
campus dining hall. Yet despite forced daily
spells of diarrhea, I don't feel the worst for
underclassmen. I feel worse for the janitors
forced to deal with the aftermath.

Gym-goers of previous years will
attest to the fact that it is nothing
short of miraculous that I have not
had to wait to get on the treadmill once
this year at our delightful RecPlex, where
five of the 11 treadmills are currently
"out of order." Perhaps my intimidating
athletic abilities make everyone else on
the treadmills scatter as I walk in the
door? Unlikely.
More likely, as my good friend
Catherine put it so delicately last
week: "the freshmen haven't realized
they're getting fat yet." Oh my
little freshmen munchkins, trust
me - you are.
Packing on the pounds is
just one of the many repercussions of the unhealthy college
lifestyle many of us tend to lead,
Looking back at pictures of myself
from freshmen year, not only was I a
stone-cold fox, but I also looked about 10
years younger.
,
All-nighters, a few hundred gallons of
Natural Light, an increasing tolerance of
slightly expired foods, the stress of school
and the Domino's 5-5-5 deal have all resulted in the loss of my youthful glow, which
has now been replaced by dark circles, bags
under my eyes and a booty that Sir Mix-ALot only dreamed of.
On Sunday, when I wake up with a

hoarse voice and feel like I have been taken
out by a Dattco bus, I'm at a loss for an explanation until facebook wallmaster directs
me to 20 newly tagged photos of me giving my friends their own personal concert
while making repeated failed attempts to
do the worm. Belting out Tina Turner all
night into a beer can microphone has
never resulted in anything good for
one's health.
FU students undoubtedly lack
sleep and probably most of the
nutrients in the food pyramid
that aren't listed under beer,
easy-mac, and Chef's Table ~
excuse me "Groovy's" — take
out. I suppose we all could cut
back a little. For example, we
could drink a few less nights a
week... use the money we save
to buy a salad. But is that really
what college is about? Sure, we
may be shaving a couple years off our lives,
but the alternative could mean missing out
on many a priceless moment while your
peers are out getting their eagle on. Who
knows what Dan will do at the bar if we
leave him unsupervised?!
Let's just all agree to diet and exercise
the week before spring break (like we know
we're going to do anyways) and hope that
there's.some new miracle diet invented by
the time we graduate.
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COFFEE BREAK

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by

Meghan Chasse

How do you feel about the policy
changes at Fairfield Beach?
%-fe-

It's unfair to have such a
dramatic change.

[

—Mike Infantino '10

It's not right that people
can get arrestedfor something they used to only get
tickets for.

/ think it's unfair that
it's zero-tolerance. There
are bigger issues than
underage drinking.

—Derek Podhaizer '10

— Sarah Kennedy '08

—55—

-?-?-

44

-«-

When they first told
us about it I felt like
it was a violation of
privacy.
--Jefffoto'07
&

— Ken Bohnec '07

5£

Best
Deals In
Town

Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?
Uncertified salespeople?

k. Boos
cheersandboos.com

fairfield residents are
' never going to get rid of
the students.

—John Stupak '07

Come here to submit
your cheers and boos
at any time as well as
read the cheers and
boos in the current
issue. These
submissions will be
reviewed before they
cheersandboos.com are placed in The
Fairfield Mirror.

Look for your cheers
and boos in the print
editon of Hie
Fairfield Mirror,
coming out on every
Thursday.

\r m

.This is just another example ofthe police targeting
students.
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Old tanning bulbs?

GREAT STUDENT RATES!

$15.66

FREE

Tan
Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free

For 5 Tans
1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

i

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

1871

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

J

BLACK ROCK TPK

I

u

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

FAIRFIELD

I 203-367-8540

(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)
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College Crossword
%^W ©2006 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://wmv.in-pursuit.com

by Joshua O'Connell

Around the mall
ACROSS
1.shape
6. X-rated material, to those who
don't like it
10. Turkish military leader
14. Jewish sacred writings; each
temple has one
15. Fat sucking technique, for short
16. not up
17. why some sign up for Yahoo!
18. Lowest female singing voice
19. Norway city
20. novel store
23. tennis match unit
24. can be a Plus or Super
25. a verb tense in some languages
27. leave a tent site
31. central nervous system disorder
33. inhibitor included in some
antidepressants
34. PS2s are sold here
36. baby deliverer
38. make a mistake
39. this town wasn't fond of witches
43. 20 Across's larger variant
46. Italian money, formerly
47. most nerdy (slang)
50. with totter, a popular kid's
attraction
52. able to fly
53. it's what we breathe
54. Many companies have done this
(abbrev.)
55. Fitch's other half
62. major Egyptian god
64. used for branding in some parts
65. used for smoothing ceilings
66. gently initiate
67. Work up
68. force one from a country
69. created with a pencil
70. property title
71. give a location to
DOWN
1. beef is one
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2. alive, but not conscious
3. pertaining to a certain mountain
range
4. set down
5. people cough it up
6. a thick block, like bacon
7. Otis's friend in the movies
8. as high as (2 wds.)
9. prepared to fire
10. fuss
11. tasty rumor
12. devoid of mystery or reverence
13. one with a cold?
21. neck part
22. show parts
26. selling something that was
already purchased
27. they manage numerous stores
28. consume
29. a pigeon's sound
30. car safety mechanism (2 wds.)

31.
32.
35.
37.
40.
41.
42.
44.
45.
47.
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49.
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63.
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type of bird
the young of some fish
sleeping locales
Site of a war and now divided
illuminated
poetic before
impair
type of American finch
mix in a pot
used a credit card
the Albanian version of a penny
take out of a box
wears away, like a beach
covered with pimples
Famous Canal
actors get absorbed in one
the largest, paired with mum
One from England, for short
subject to suffix
watched
strike with an axe

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
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Fairfield

-UNIVERSITY
Career Corner

SENIORS!!!!!
Are you registered with eRecruiting? Why not??? This is what you are missing..
• The opportunity for employers to see your resume in the Class of 2007
resume book...
• Access to regional and national employment opportunities in non-profit,
healthcare, financial services, communication and marketing and
more....
• Interviews with on-campus recruiters!!!
Register now at www.fairfield.edu/cpc
Click Student Information
Select eRecruiting
Your usemame is your full stagweb e-mail address
The password is the last 4 digits of your ID
Upload your resume
Remember, you have to apply for the jobs you are interested in by uploading
your resume to that specific job description. Multiple selections are OK!
DON'T MISS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY because you didn't register.
Company Presentations
Bridgewater Associates - 10/12 @ 5:00 PM, All MAJORS in Kelley Center
Morgan Stanley -10/19® 5:00 PM, All MAJORS in Kelley Center
Peace Corps-10/23 @ 5:00 PM, All MAJORS in BCC Sullivan Room (200)

THE INTERNATIONAL SENSATION
Call Ticketmaster (212) 307-4100 or the Box Office (212) 477-2477
and use code "STUD30"
ORPHEUM THEATRE, Second Ave. at 8th

Groups 1-800-677-1164

www.stomponline.com

■ Valid through May 30,2007, Tue-Fri at 8pm, Sat at 10:30pm, Sun at 3pm. Blackout dates: Nov 23-26, Dec 19-Jan 7, 2007.
Subject to availability. Can be purchased at the box office or by phone. Must present student I.D. Not valid with previously purchased
tickets or in combination with any other offer. Limit 6 tickets per order. Phone orders subject to standard service charge fees.

Alumni Career Panel
Advertising and Public Relations
Thursday, October 12 @ 7:00 PM
BCC Sullivan Room (200)
Alumni discuss their backgrounds and offer tips on how to break into these
highly competitive fields.
Resume and Cover letter critiqueStarting from scratch or fine tuning your resume.
October 16th @ 5:00-Kelley Center & October 17th @ 3:30-BCC Sullivan Rm
Call the CPC - 254-4081

e-mail- cpc@mail.fairfield.edu

Stop in!

Editor: Sean Corbett
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Got a free day? Then why not make a movie:}
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

Two teams from Fairfield film club
travelled to Manhattan last Saturday to
participate in a popular annual event in
the city called the New York City Film
Race.
The Film Race is a competition in
which groups are given 12 hours to make
movie magic. Thousands of people participate from New York each year, and this
year they were joined by the two groups
of participants from Fairfield.
Fairfield team, Amalgum Productions, was headed by John Daly, Eric
Falcone '08, Rob Lavine '09, and Jeff
Nieves '08. The Fairfield Film Club was
headed by Mark Basso '07, Jared Skolnick
'09, Tim Comer '09, Jayson Cowley '10,
Phillip Carroll '10 and Emily Fitzmaurice
'09.
The way it works is the teams are
given a theme and a surprise element at 11
a.m. Then they have 12 hours to make a
four to five minute short film. If you think
it easy, think again; groups had to write a
script, cast, film, edit and score a film, and
be standing at M.J. Armstrong's in New
York by the stroke of midnight.
Time was even more of the essence
for groups competing from Connecticut.

Basso, the president of the Fairfield
Film Club said, "It was a totally crazy
day. Since we weren't in the city, we had
to have the whole thing written, cast,
filmed, edited, scored, and burned to
DVD between noon and 9 p.m. in order
to get our representatives on a train to get
there in time.
"It,was exhausting, trying to be
creative and make something cohesive
in such a short time span, but it was a
blast."
This year the Film Race theme was
a search for something and the surprise
element was a slap.
When hearing about the slap Daly
said, "It left the door open that there
would be more comedies. We wanted
to do something more than a slap on the
face."
So, instead of a slap on the face,
Amalgum'sfilm,"ANice Suit for A Nice
Guy," featured a slap on the ass.
Fairfield Film Club chose to focus
their film, "Love Tap," around the element of the slap, choosing to show a guy
who couldn't remember who slapped him
at a party the night before.
All the teams then competed, not
only to make a film in 12 hours, but also
to be the best film. Prizes valued around

$2,500 were awarded for the top five
films. Although neither of the Fairfield
teams took home a top prize, they did
manage to turn their films in first, no
thanks to the 1 hour and 20 minute train
ride it took to get there.
The film screening and awards were
held last Wednesday. Nieves from Amalgum Productions reported back, "We got
a lot of laughs," for their film.
When asked if he would participate

again, Daly said, "Absolutely, we plan
on doing the two week film project coming up."
Basso also agreed. "Definitely. It's
great in that everyone really has to cooperate in order to get something done," he
said. "And, as much work as it is to make
a movie, you don't have weeks or months
to dwell on it here, so it forces you to
focus and just produce something. In the
end it works or it doesn't."

Contributed Photo

A 12-hour race to finish: A screen shot from Amalgum Productions' short film.

"Pride of Baghdad": An Effective Modern Fable
BY MICHAEL "COMIC BOOK BOY"
FISCHETTI

In this graphic novel, Eisner
Award-winning writer Brian K.
Vaughn and artist Niko Henrichon
tell the story of a pride of lions that
are set free from a Baghdad zoo at the
beginning of the Iraq War.
Each lion in the pride is personified with endearing human qualities
and still functions on the basic animal instincts that guide all of their
actions.
The story is simple, short, to the
point, loaded with philosophical dialogue, and, like most books and films
released today, is inspired by current
events. The book is not so much a
critique on the Bush Administration's
approach to the invasion of Iraq, as it
is a search for an answer to a question:
what is freedom?
Throughout the book, Vaughn
hints at his feelings about the Iraq
War as an American conquest of the
Middle East for oil. He also manages
to tell an interesting story about humans and human action without ever
actually showing any humans. Almost
all of the movements of the characters
are forced on them because of human

military action.
The book can be read in one sitting depending on how much time you
have and how long you take to appreciate the artwork. The story never
takes a break. It is constantly moving
forward and never looks back.
Fans of Vaughn's other series like
"Y: The Last Man" may be slightly
disappointed by the lack of rapid-fire
dialogue; and pop culture references.
This book is instead loaded with
philosophical dialogue and subtext.
The story can not be truly appreciated by observing only the surface
level story. The story of the lions is
heartbreaking, although nowhere
near as powerful without the subtext
beneath.
Humans are represented in the
story mostly by planes flying overhead or tanks which travel throughout
the land. At the end of the book we
do see several American soldiers, but
without faces.
The art is beautifully penciled and painted by the relatively
new artist Niko Henrichon. The

French Canadian artist really puts
forth a great effort in this book by
painting beautiful yet dilapidated
landscapes.
The environment which surrounds the characters changes based
on the circumstances. In times of
civility and peace, the colors are
bright, clear, and solid. In times of
confusion and chaos the sky turns
into a mix of red, orange and brown,
and the characters are all given a tint
of this color in their fur.
Even though I may not agree
with Vaughan's opinions on the
war, I do have to respect them and I
can not deny his excellent ability to
tell a story. His vivid and believable
characters are what keep you interested. There is no surprise ending or
any big revelations in this book. It is
pure character interaction between
their environment and each other.
I would recommend this book
to any and all people searching for
a book with an alternative but relevant outlook on the world we live
in today.

BRIAN K.VAUGHAN
NIKO HENRICHON

If] I

Contributed Photo

Lions rome the streets of Baghdad: Graphic novelist
Vaughn comments on the war in Iraq.
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¥MPHREY'S MSCGEE BRINGS AN ARSENAL

OF WjJSIQSfelALENT TO TOAD'S PlACE

Sean Corbett/ The Mirror

An of light and sound: (L to R) Brendan Bayliss, Ryan Stasik, Andy Farag and Jake Cinninger light up the night at Toad's with two long and inspiring sets.
BY MICHAEL PUTNAM

One of the most innovative and creative bands on the jam
band circuit today is Umphrey's McGee. The Chicago-based
band has been busy touring for upwards of seven years in the
U.S. and also performing at festivals in Amsterdam and other
spots in Europe.
The crowd in Toad's Place on Wednesday night was all
too eagerly waiting for Umphrey's McGee to walk on stage.
Every five minutes the crowd began to shout and cheer for
their band, and of course there was no opening band because
Umphrey's is known to perform a full show.
Personally, I find that they stretch the limits of traditional
popular music and promote the original qualities of music that
have been taken hostage by today's mass-produced music
empire.
Umphrey's has proven that combining talent, improvisation and innovation into every live performance can bring
together an international community in the name of music.
They constantly remix and rearrange their arsenal of
jazz, rock, dance, reggae and funk so to make music that

Sean Corbett/The Mirror

Jake Cininger (guitar, vocals)

simply cannot to be categorized. Most of all they are full of
energy, performing for three to four hours, up to 160 times
per year. They are constantly touring the U.S. and have a
rapidly growing fan base. With Umphrey's McGee, you're
guaranteed at least two sets of non-stop music, and almost
always an encore.
The Jam Band scene is the antithesis of the pop-oriented
music authority. The bands themselves publicly encourage
live taping of shows and then the trading of those tapes. They
want their music to spread because of the emphasis they put
on the music, not because of the money. These qualities allow
great music to flourish, and in turn,, separate top-40 pop-music
from the underground.
Last Wednesday, Umphrey's started off their set by mixing
up old and new songs, making sure to keep it fresh by playing
them entirely differently than the nights before. Their music
is always very energetic and keeps everyone on their toes
constantly paying attention.
The first set was only the beginning, as they delivered a
heart pounding second set that barely stopped, molding one
song into the next straight through their sometimes predetermined set lists.
Towards the middle of the second set, Jake Cinninger
(guitars, vocals) and Ryan Stasik (bass) initiated the idea
of jumping on keyboards with Joel Cummins (keyboards).
Meanwhile setting their normal instruments aside, Brendan
Bayliss (guitar, vocals) joined percussion with Kris Meyers
(drums, vocals) and Andy Farag (percussion).
After returning from an amazing and inspiring offset jam,
they flawlessly managed to introduce the funkiest rendition
of Beethoven's 5th symphony I have ever heard. It brought an
intense energy to the crowd and surprised every soul in the
venue, bringing the performance to its climax as Umphrey's
ended their second set in triumph.
But no true show is complete without the overwhelming
holler for an encore, dictated by whistles, yells and "Wooo's"
all for Umphrey's McGee. Needless to say, Umphrey's came
back out after a five minute break for an amazing encore that
had the crowd shouting "all night long, wooo!" to one of their
classic songs "Hangover."
The atmosphere at an Umphrey's McGee concert is a

lot like other "Jam Band" artists such as the Disco Biscuits,
the String Cheese Incident and the Phish and Grateful Dead:
relaxed, friendly and all about the music. You'll start dancing
and you won't stop. Of course you can run into the occasional
arrogant A-hole, but it's a lot better than a crowded city nightclub full of Armani Exchange dress shirts, greased up hair and
a whole lot of arrogance and egotism.
The love and appreciation of the music gives the atmosphere a bonding quality. You're as nice to the guy who steps
on your toes as you are to the guy next to you who offers
you a hit. Then you help the guy who needs to get closer to
the stage to throw the band a small bag of marijuana as a tip.
But you're not surprised by any of this, because you're at an
Umphrey's McGee show.
The live experience is most effective in person, but take
my word and download some Umphrey's McGee, either free
from their website (Umphreys.com) or from your favorite
music download program, and find out when you can see
them next.
Support original and innovative talent in our modern
underground music scene by seeing a show.

Sean Corbett/The Mirror

Brendan Bayliss (guitar, vocals)
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Feminism: "It's about 'Reprieve'"
are the only two performers, a testament to
their talent.
Musically, "Reprieve" is an ambitious
album. More importantly it is a very personal
album for DiFranco.
In recent years, DiFranco has adopted
New Orleans as a second home. In August
2005, just days before Hurricane Katrina
hit, DiFranco began recording tracks for
"Reprieve".
Then, just days before the levees broke
and evacuation was strictly enforced, DiFranco drove back to the New Orleans' studio to
retrieve master recordings; she was later able
to finish her album in Buffalo, N.Y.
Songs such as "Millenium Theater" express DiFranco's strong sentiments on the current political administration and its response
(or lack thereof) to Hurricane Katrina.
Much like Allen Ginsberg's recording of
his famed "Howl", the evidence of DiFranco's

BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

Folk-punk singer, songwriter and musician Ani DiFranco finds success in her 12th
album, "Reprieve."
Even those unfamiliar with DiFranco
may recognize some of her works, such as
one of the many covers of her song have has
been done the Dave Matthews Band.
True fans of DiFranco will see transformation in her latest album. However, to those
unfamiliar with her work, DiFranco melds
personal issues with those of mainstream
culture.
DiFranco, who grew up in upstate New
York and debuted in the 1990s under her own
label, "Righteous Babe," displays her range of
musicianship in this album. In addition to the
acoustic and electric guitar, she performs on
the keyboards, drums and other instruments.
DiFranco and her bassist, Todd Sickafoose,

MIRROR

poetic capacity is demonstrated in the title
track "Reprieve." In this spoken-word track,
she sings, "and in the face of the great face
/ of the nuclear age / feminism ain't about
equality / it's about reprieve."
"Reprieve" is already an awarding-winning track. In July, before the release of the
album, the National Organization of Women
presented DiFranco with the Woman of
Courage award, according to the Associated
Press.
If there is still hesitation about listening to or purchasing this recording, keep in
mind that DiFranco has been compared to a
modern-day Jodi Mitchell by both Jon Pareles
of The New York Times and England's The
Independent.
Outspoken: yes. Forced: no.
"Reprieve1' is an organic blend of true
musicianship and vivid, clear vocals. If you
want an album that truly means something,
Ani DiFranco's latest album does not disappoint.

Ani DiFranco
"Reprieve"

T

Dane Cook s new movie:
Laugh, smile and maybe scowl at Jessica Simpson's attempt to act
BY STEFANIE ROBLES

"Employee of the Month:" thumbs-up or thumbs-down?
Having never heard of Dane Cook until FU, I looked
him up and could not stop laughing at clip after clip of his
routines.
I expected him to be outrageously hilarious as I walked up
the stairs to theatre number five. Toned down and censored,
Cook still had his wit and ability to make people laugh, especially with his three coworkers and best friends, Andy Dick,
Tim Bagley and Brian George.
The four are inseparable jokesters, always making fun of
the cashiers who have their own lounge with free, un-dented
water bottles and coke. Along comes Jessica Simpson, a hot
new cashier who requested a transfer and who supposedly slept
with the last employee of the month from her last store.
Across Fairfield, I have heard people say that they refuse
to see the movie just because she is in it, I can understand
why. I used to defend Simpson and I'll admit, I liked her first
two CD's, but this seems like a mere attempt to salvage her
career.
After her last popular song, "A Public Affair," which was
a public disaster, it is not surprising she took part in a movie
with many famous individuals, to boost her reputation- as if
the ratings for "Employee of the Month" were for her, rather
than other popular actors that everyone loves. I've seen better acting in high school plays. It makes me glad I never saw
"Dukes of Hazard," and don't plan to.
The movie is full of comical come-backs and two sentence
wisdom scenes. Zack's grandmother, Dane Cook's character's
grandmother, Barbara Dodd, is one of the most interesting and
hilarious characters.
Before Zack's first date, she told him that he dressed nice,
and not to forget to wash his balls. There's also Zack's close
bud, Iqbal, Brian George's character, who had twenty-two
children, who gives Zack his inspiration and drive, while taking a break outside to pass gas.
You will laugh and smile and maybe scowl at Jessica
Simpson's attempt to act. Finally, a semi-original plot- there
may be a lot of guy-vs.-guy-for-a-chick scenarios, but how
many of them are between the head cashier and the ten years
running box-boy in a knock-off Kirkland/Costco wholesale
warehouse? By the way, there were actual "Kirkland" items
seen for a moment in the warehouse, along with the exact
replica of Costco, all the way down to the layout of the store,
prices and specials in the mini-eating area.
While being able to have your own clubhouse that takes
a lifting machine to get to, with tables, futons, and unlimited
■

"broken" candies and "dented" sodas, Zack still has secret
dreams of being able to swipe into the Fort Knox, Holy Grail
of the Super Club, where he wouldn't have to purposely break
candy bars in order to eat them, and could get as many perfect
and free bottles of soda or water as he wants.
The desire to get into Amy's (Simpson's) pants, helped
drive him to attempt to stop the number one cashier, Vince,
Dax Shepard's character, who just broke the record for the

region's fastest hands an is known as an arrogant, womanizing jerk, from being the Employee of the Month for eighteen
months straight.
This leads to pick-pocketing, near-concussions from moving trucks and permanent ego damage along with a nice amount
of chuckles and a dash of sincerity.
If you are bored, or if you like Dane Cook, then this
movie is recommended, providing that you don't mind Jessica

"Employee of the Month"
Starring: Dane Cook, Jessica Simpson and
Dax Shepard

Contributed Photo

Dax, Dane and Jess: The three battle each other in a Costco-like workspace. Two of the three fall flat- guess who shines.

Would you criticize the president
of a SI60 billion fundP
If so, you might
be just what
were looking for.
Client

Portfolio Accountant/
Operations Associate/
Reporting Associate
Information Session
TODAY at 5pm
Kelly Center Presentation Room
Resume Deadline:
October EO

Founded over 30 years ago, Bridgewater Associates, Inc. is a leading institutional portfolio manager with over $160 billion in assets under management. With over $27 billion in Pure Alpha, our
flagship alpha.strategy, we are one of the largest
managers of hedge fund strategies in the world.
Pure Alpha's proven 15 year track record is one
of the longest in the industry. Our clients are the
largest and- most sophisticated pools of capital
across the globe, including pension funds, governments and central banks, endowments, and charitable foundations.
What makes Bridgewater successful is the commitment to excellence of each one of our 340 employees, who relentlessly question the status quo
and generate ideas that revolutionize the way we
do business, constantly improving the processes,
tools, and the final work product. That is why we
need to find the best people, have them contribute
immediately, and help them realize their potential.
Bridgewater Associates, Inc. is an Affirmative Action - Equal Opportunities Employer

BRIDGGWATGR
www.bwater.com
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All good things must come to an end
Despite strong performance of freshmen, Stags lose in OT; unbeaten streaks over
BY TOM CLEARY

this will just motivate the guys to play harder,
as the season continues." added Rees.
One important part of the team so far
this season has been the three freshman starters, forward Paul McQuade and midfielders
Christian Uy and David Piederahita.
"We have received a lot from the freshman this season. They are really coming

received national attention by being named
to the College Soccer News National Team
of the Week on Oct. 8 because of his strong
play against Yale and Iona. McQuade was
credited with just one assist in the game
against Yale, but was fouled inside the box
twice to set up the two penalty kicks which
Cunliffe converted.

Coming into Monday night's game
against Harvard, the Fairfield men's soccer
team was 8-2-1, coming off of two major
wins against Iona and Yale, and ranked 19th
in the country.
If that wasn't enough, the Stags were
riding a six-game unbeaten streak and a 13game regular season unbeaten streak at the
team's home field, Lessing Field. After an
amazirig stretch of games, the Stags were
knocked back down to Earth, as Harvard
broke a 1-1 tie with just 43 seconds left in
the second overtime, ending the win streaks.
Fairfield remains 3-0 in the MAAC and hope
to move on from this loss.
"We'll put the Harvard loss behind us,
it's all positive for us as we move forward."
said team captain Mike Troy '07. "We have
been taking the games one at a time all season and will continue to do that. We will
continue to learn and play hard as we head
into the MAAC part of our schedule."
The Stags' started the week of games
on Wednesday at Yale. Fairfield senior Alex
Cunliffe converted on two penalty kicks and
freshman Christian Uy added a goal to give
the Stags' a 3-1 win. Fairfield then returned
to MAAC action at Iona on Saturday, as Uy
scored his second goal of the week, breaking
a 1-1 tie to give Fairfield the 2-1 victory.
Fairfield came into the Harvard game
looking tired after a tough battle against Iona
just two days before. The Harvard offense
was fast paced and constantly attacking.
Defender Tom Clements '09 and goal- into their own and they have helped us a
"Paul is a tough player, he made physikeeper Jon Paul Francini '08, did all they lot." said Rees.
could to keep the Crimson back, it was not
"The three freshman have settled in cal moves and drew the two fouls to set up
enough, as Harvard scored a late goal in the very well," added Cunliffe. "They provide the penalty kicks," said Rees after the Yale
second half to tie the game, and then another us with options on both the defensive and game.
Against Iona, McQuade scored his
late goal in the second overtime to win the offensive sides of the field and have consecond goal of the season and added another
game for the Crimson. Fairfield was outshot tributed a lot."
Against Iona, the freshman created all assist, which moved him into the team lead
17 to 11 by the Crimson and never seemed
to be able to break through the Crimson de- the scoring, providing both goals. Uy scored with five assists on the year. McQuade is an
fense. Cunliffe put a hard kick on goal and off of a pass from Paul McQuade, who added experienced player who was a member of the
Fife County Scottish Cup winning team, and
after the goalie deflected it, Troy put the ball a goal of his own in the 2-1 Stags win.
into the net for his second goal of the season
McQuade, who is from Fife, Scotland, was the team's leading goal scorer and Most
and Cunliffe's second assist of
the season.
The Stags did not have
the usual spark that they have
shown in the other games at
Lessing Field this season and
Harvard took advantage of that.
Fairfield has been improving
from game to game, but seemed
to take a step back to where
they were at the beginning of
the season during the game
against the Crimson
"We are still learning and
with each game we get stronger." said Coach Carl Rees.
"We have a talented team and
we will bounce back from this
loss.
"We need to learn how to
win in critical situations and
critical games, that's what a
winning team must do and
against Harvard we were not
able to. It is not the end of the
Alan Pangilinan/The Mirror
world, however, as we remain We will all go down together: The Stags will look to rebound off their overtime loss to Harvard, by takundefeated in the MAAC and ing on Manhattan and St. Peter's away from Fairfield in an important MAAC weekend.

Valuable Player.
"Paul has played very well for us, I am
very pleased with his play," said Troy. "He
showed his toughness when he took the two
penalties for us against Yale and he has done
a great job creating goal scoring chances and
finishing on goals."
David Piedarhita, who is from White
Plains, New York, brings speed and excitement to the team. He was the New York
State Player of the Year in high school last
season. Piedarhita, who splits time between
back and midfielder, uses his speed to bring
the ball down the field and catch up to opposing team's forwards. He is a great ball
handler and uses nifty moves'to get past
opposing team's defenses. Piedarhita was
named MAAC Rookie of the Week the first
week of the season and has three assists so
far this year.
" David really adds a spark to this
team," said Troy. "He is speedy and tricky
and makes moves to set up other players."
The final freshman standout is Christian
Uy, who is from New Hyde Park, New York.
Uy is tied for second on the. team with three
goals this season and he scored the game
winning goals against both Yale and Iona.
"Christian is a great player, he knows
how to finish on goal-scoring chances and
he has been a big help to us offensively,"
commented Troy.
Rees has been very pleased with the
three freshman, "They have really been
fantastic on and off the field. It is difficult
to make the transition to this level of college
soccer and all three have made that transition
perfectly, they haven't missed a beat. They
are truly great guys to have in our locker
room and are a major part of this team."
The three freshman felt a tough loss at
Fairfield for the first time against Harvard,
but the Stags will attempt to bounce back
as they return to MAAC play at Manhattan
on Friday night. The Stags then face off
against St. Peter's in a second away game
on Sunday.

Winless Stags look to
improve
CONTINUED FROM P.
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fell short to conference rival Rider 3-2
on Sept. 29 and then Columbia on Oct. 1 in a
3-2 double-overtime loss.
"We keep making mental adjustments
to our team," said Lauren Keith '08, "and we
are hoping everything falls into place sooner
rather than later."
Hicks agreed that the team has made
strides and continues to improve.
"Although this may be a 'rebuilding'
year, it hasn't affected the way we've played,"
said Hicks. "In fact, I think it makes us work
harder to know that next year we will come out
stronger and more experienced as a team."
It may .not be the numbers carrying
Fairfield through its last five games of the
season, but the toughness and tenacity the
team brings every week will doubtlessly be
there.
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STAG HIGHLIGHTS
Basketball set to roll: The Stags will host their annual Red and White Scrimmage
'this Saturday, Oct. 14. The women will kick off the festivities at 5 p.m. followed by
the men at 6 p.m.. Fans will be able to meet and greet players and coaches following
the scrimmage. The game will be part of this weekend's homecoming. For the men, this will
begin the first season under new Head Coach Ed Cooley. - DAN AKESON

FIELD HOCKEY

STATS:
Overall: 2-12
NEC: 0-3
10 game losing streak

Crushing the Crusaders: Fairfield women's soccer defeated Holy Cross 4-0.
"The biggest thing for us in this game was finishing on opportunities," said Head
Coach Jim O'Brien. "I think the most encouraging thing was that we played with
a lot of enthusiasm." The Stags received goals by MT Church '08 , Alex Caram '08, and
two by standout freshman Casey Frobey. The win improves Fairfield to 5-4-4 overall the
season. - CHRISTINA CASELLE

•
Jt
r- *

End of the line: The Stags competed in the New England Championships this weekend in Boston. The women placed 40th out of 46 teams while the men placed 42nd
out of 45. Kaitlyn Hurley '10, placed highest for the women at 125th with a personal
best time of 19:29. Dan Ryan '07 had the highest finish for the men at 242nd with a
time of 27:53. Despite the poor team standings, Head Coach Mike Owens has been encouraged
by the improvement of the team overall. "People are dropping up to 10 seconds per race, and
consistently improving. Everyone's running their best and heading in the right direction."
- MARY THERESE CHURCH

This week on www.fairfieldmirror.com/sports:
- Homecoming highlights
- Men and Women's soccer weekend
- Men's golf EC AC Championships
Check daily for continuous sports coverage

by Dan Akeson

Stag Athlete of the Week
ATHLETE:
SPORT:

JPFrancini'08
Soccer

ACHIEVEMENT:
Earned his third MAAC Defensive Player of the Week award.
He recorded 17 saves over the past three games. Francini
made 6 saves in the 3-1 win over Yale and four saves in the
2-1 win over Iona. Despite the Stags 2-1 overtime loss to
Harvard, Francini made 7 saves. He also leads the MAAC
with a .97 goals against average and is second in save percentage at .806.
Contributed photo
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SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT
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STATE UNIVERSITY

3:00 - 7:00 PM

♦ Meet with graduate faculty from more than 40 areas of study.
♦ Find out about financial aid and graduate assistantships.
♦ Get details on career services and living on campus.
♦ Choose from 53 graduate programs, including master's degree
programs, sixth year certificates, and the Ed.D.
Every New Graduate nurse hired between
now and June 30,. 2007 receives an
iPod nano. And if you think
that's cool...just wait.
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Southern Connecticut
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Lebanon, New Hampshire
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Freshmen step up for women's soccer
BY BILL KLUMP

1, Frobey racked up a goal and two assists,
leading Fairfield to a 3-1 victory. O'Brien
said the star freshman was "clearly just the

freshman this year. Chrissie Sidie '10, who
has played much of the season coming off
the bench, leads the team with three assists

Fairfield's men's basketball and lacrosse
teams have recently garnered the most support from the student body. But the women's
soccer team may shake things up and soon
become Fairfield's best team.
With nine incoming freshmen, two of
whom have already secured starting jobs,
and a solid core of players returning from
last year's MAAC championship team, this
team is ready to wow spectators.
"Coach [Jim] O'Brien is really building
the program. He's been pushing the team
hard to get the most out of us by playing
tougher competition and making us push
ourselves," said forward Casey Frobey
'10.
Frobey is one of the main reasons the
Katie McCarthy/The Mirror
Stags have been successful this year. She
Forever young: The Stags have seen great performances from this year's freshmen
leads the team with six goals, is tied for
class.
second with two assists and leads the Stags
and is fourth in total points. Sidie's ability
dominant force in that game."
in overall points.
However, Frobey is not the only notable to make an impact in short periods of time
Against conference rival Marist on Oct.

Rugby making a name for itself
BY CHRISTINA CASELLE

Despite being one of the lesser known
sports on campus, the men's and women's
club rugby teams continue to grow in participation, fans and recognition.

Bertoli '08. "Right now we're extremely
close to the stage we need to be at in order
to have a great season."
The next games for the Red Ruggers
will be this weekend when they host Rutgers on Saturday and Hofstra on Sunday.
"We've gotten some decent scouting
reports on those two teams to prepare for
them," said Livingston. "We can match
up with anyone in the league; it's just a
matter of capitalizing on opportunities

playoffs we'll have to fight to get there,
but we're going to have to take it one
game at a time."

Moves to improve
As the season progresses, the women's rugby team has shown their valor every week after facing some of the toughest
Building on strength
teams in the area.
With the season underway, the
Although the Stags fell to Rutgers
Fairfield men's rugby team has started
this past Sunday 54-5, they defeated
the season with a 1 -2 record, defeating riBard College 10-0 and Hofstra
val Sacred Heart and
University 25-15 the previous
fighting hard against
weekend.
Vassar and Seton
"We played really hard on
Hall.
Sunday, but Rutgers is a really
Although the
big team and they just dropped
Red Ruggers lost
down into our league this year,
their past two games
so it was hard to match them
against Vassar and
for
strength," said Colleen
Seton Hall, both with
O'Conner
'09.
a score of 51 -26, the
Veterans
on the team have
team was able to
commented
on
the immense
stay strong throughdedication
the
rookies
have
out the games.
shown so far this season. The
"For the most
try scored against Rutgers was
part we were in those
by freshman Jen Manzi.
games until the very
"The new rookies are. so
end," said team presenthusiastic," said Gerland.
ident Mike Livings"They have stepped up in cruton '07. "We're just
aug
cial situations and have learned
not coming out as
strong in the second Move bitch, get out da' way: Kristen Dupre '09 and women's rugby fight off
things rather quickly,"
half of games and tneir opponents. Rugby is becoming a strong presence in Fairfield athletics.
Lynn Peachy is a freshman
who has earned a starting posthat's something we
need to work on before we play a double and playing the best that we can for a full tion on the team.
"I've never played before and I'm re80 minutes."
header this coming weekend."
ally
enjoying
it," said Peachy. "It's a great
The team said student support is also
This season, the team is stronger,
group
of
girls
and I'm looking forward to
faster and more organized as a team, said very important. According to Jeff Littell
captain Brett D'Andrea '07. With the '08, getting more students involved in club more seasons with them."
However the women are still looking
talent, depth and dedication the team has sports and attending games will help the
gained, there is potential to have not only team attain its goal of making the playoffs toward a playoff berth this season.
"Next weeks game is really important
a winning season but to make the playoffs later this year.
"I think our goal is the same goal that because if we don't win, we won't make it
as well.
"This year, coming together as a team we always strive for," said Livingston. to the playoffs," said Sheila Hughes '09.
The next game will take place on
and playing to our full potential is some- "We have the ability to beat any team in
thing that we need to continually work on the league, but it's just a matter of getting October 29 against Drew.
through practice and games," said Jason the job done on game day. To make the

led O'Brien to start her at midfielder the
last two games.
"Being given the chance to start allowed me to calm down and play better
soccer," said Sidie on her recent role change.
"When I was coming in off the bench I
would be really nervous and think that I
had to do something. I am more relaxed
when I start."
Freshmen Whitney Gorovitz and Adrienne Boyer are also playing well in spot
starts and coming off the bench.
"We came in and practiced a lot in
preseason. I've also played summer league
soccer with a few girls on the team, so
adjusting to the team wasn't as hard as I
thought it would be," said Frobey of the
team's chemistry.
The Stags are currently in fourth place
in the MAAC and are in good standing to
make the conference tournament again.
They will have to play well in the upcoming
weeks though, since their last six games are
all against other MAAC teams.

Stags continue
to roll
CONTINUED FROM P.
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On Sunday, less than 24 hours after the
Stags triumphed over Siena, the team went
back into action against Loyola. Fairfield
gained an early lead, led in part by freshman
Barbie Thistle, who served the first six points
of the game en route to a 12-2 lead and a
30-12 victory.
The Stags rallied in the second game
from a 7-3 deficit to tie the game at 23-23.
Oliver, a La Jolla, acquired Fairfield's next
point to make it 24-23 before the team went
on to win the second game 30-24.
To earn the clean sweep, Fairfield turned
to Thistle as she served up the first five points
of the finale and Fairfield sailed to a 30-16
win. Fairfield held Loyola to a .053 hitting
percentage while the Stags carried a .377
percentage to victory.
Jazmin Pa'akaula '08 also jumped
into the double-double range on Sunday
while Brandi Higa '09 added 11 digs for
Fairfield.
Natalie Barba '07 moved into third in
Fairfield's all-time block leader's list with
309 on her career.
Werneke said he was especially happy
with the various attack methods the team
displayed against Loyola.
"The really nice thing about this team
this year is we have a lot of depth," he said.
Higa agreed: "I feel as if we've really
matured as a whole from last year; we've
really demonstrated the ability to bounce out
of point deficits and get off to stronger starts
earlier in the match. Part of this success has
[come] through from our three new players
[Thistle, Katie Mann, Karlie Urbaniak]. I
am really recognizing how lucky we are as
a team to have picked up three new players
who not only stand out in individual performances, but mesh with our team so well."
Fairfield will face MAAC foes Marist
and Iona this weekend.

Gastronomist
dancer*
e connoisseur
Learn more about
Xavier Flores
and tell us more
about you. Visit
pwcjcom/bringit
Your life.- You can
bring it with you.
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Unlucky 13

So close: The Stags fell to Harvard 2-1 with under a minute remaining in overtime, snapping their 13 game home unbeaten streak. See story p. 24.

Alan Pangilinan/ The Mirror

A tale of two teams
Field hockey remain winless in NEC
BY JAMES THOMPSON

A 2-12 overall record. A 0-3 mark in
the Northeast Conference. A 10-game losing streak.
The numbers don't lie, but they don't
always tell the whole story.
Recent Fairfield field hockey game
scores, for example, don't reflect the sweat,
tears and numerous practices team members
endure before heading out to the field.
"We haven't been able to finish what
we started," said Chelsea Hicks '08. "We
fight every game to the end and never give
up. But it just comes down to who puts the
ball in the net."
In a rebuilding year, a lack of experience may be what keeps the Stags from
capitalizing on opportunities that they are
given on the field.
"We have a very bottom-heavy team

This Week in
Sports
p. 25

this season," said Head Coach Jackie Kane.
"Two seniors and a few juniors at the top
and a lot of sophomores and freshmen who
just don't have the game time experience
at the bottom."
It is Kane's 11th season as the Stags'
field hockey coach and her 16th with the
program, having served as a player from
1982-86. Kane's most recent coaching accomplishments include a Patriot League
regular season title and tournament championship, as well as making it to the NEC
Championship in 2004.
As bleak as their record may appear,
the Stags are rarely beaten badly. In the
last two seasons, they have lost a total of
16 games by two or less goals. They have
also recorded five overtime losses. Two
came back-to-back this season as Fairfield
SEE "WINLESS STAGS" P.
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Volleyball still undefeated in MAAC
BY BRENDAN MONAHAN

According to Head volleyball Coach Jeff
Werneke, "the hardest part is not getting to
the. top, it's sustaining that."
Judging by the Stags' performance this
weekend, both on the road and at home, the
team is riding sky-high.
Fairfield traveled to Siena on Saturday
before returning home to face off against
Loyola, Maryland. Both games resulted in
wins. Facing a tough road match, the Stags
dropped the first game on Saturday after
Siena was able to capitalize on a Stag serving error.
Showing resilience, Werneke's team
went on to secure the second game with an
11 -4 run to put Fairfield ahead 18-11. A Siena
rally tied the game at 20-20 before Lindsey
Lee '08, who recorded her 10th doubledouble of the year, recorded a kill and led

Fairfield to the win.
In the second game of the match, junior
Kelly Oliver led the Stags to a 17-8 lead before enhancing the lead to 25-13. The Stags
won the match 3-1 courtesy of a strong third
game that featured back and forth action.
Fairfield used a serving mistake by Siena
to ignite a rally that included a 5-1 run and
secured the win 30-24. Fairfield won the
match with a final score of 29-31, 30-26,
30-22, and 30-24, heading home 5-0 in the
MAAC and 9-6 overall.
Werneke said he was very satisfied with
the win.
"Going up there is a good challenge for
us. We're going up there seeing how good
we are, [saying] let's see where we are now,"
he said. "[The team is] dictating rather than
accepting plays-making plays."
SEE "STAGS" P.
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